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ABSTRACT
IMPROVING THE ACCURACY OF MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS’
SELF-ASSESSMENT, PEER ASSESSMENT, AND MATHEMATICS
ACHIEVEMENT
Elizabeth Popelka
November 23, 2015
Despite the documented advantages of formative assessment (FA) strategies in
elevating student achievement, much of the relevant research is dated and undermined by
questionable design and inattention to K-12 settings. In order to fill these voids, this
quantitative study tested the effect of a self- and peer-assessment-training instructional
sequence, developed with recommendations from past research and employing explicitly
described assessment measures and criteria, on middle school students’ assessment
accuracy and subsequent mathematics achievement. The researcher hypothesized a
correlation between measurable growth in assessment accuracy and gains in achievement,
as well as a reciprocal effect of self- and peer-assessment ability.
The subjects for this study were drawn from the population of 7th-grade students
at a low-achieving urban middle school in a metropolitan area in the Midwest. The
students were convenience- and purposive-selected and assigned to treatment and control
groups; the treatment group contained 39 students and the control group contained 41
students. Data were collected before and after 10 hour-long self- and peer-assessment
training sessions, which were conducted with the treatment group over a 3-week period.
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This study had an independent variable with two groups, treatment and no
treatment, and three dependent variables, achievement, students’ ability to accurately
self-assess, and students’ ability to accurately peer-assess. All variables were assessed
numerically and analyzed using a multivariate statistical procedure. Statistical tests
revealed a positive effect of peer- and self-assessment training on students’ mathematical
achievement and ability to accurately self-assess. The intervention did not increase the
accuracy of students’ peer assessments, contradicting the foundational conjecture that
self- and peer-assessment ability would rise commensurately. Nevertheless, the gains in
self-assessment accuracy and student achievement produced by the intervention indicate
that teachers should adopt assessment training in classrooms. Ultimately, this study
contributes a clear and demonstrably effective instructional sequence; exemplifies
successful strategy implementation; and freshly affirms the connection between student
assessment practices and achievement.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
“The future well-being of our nation and people depends not just on how well we
educate our children generally, but on how well we educate them in mathematics and
science specifically” (U.S. Department of Education [USED], 2000, p. 4), declared the
United States Department of Education at the turn of the millennium. Unfortunately, data
suggest that many U.S. students have not been achieving at levels in mathematics
adequate to realizing this ambition. According to the 2013 National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) data, 58% of all U.S. fourth graders and 64% of all U.S.
eighth graders tested at either basic or below-basic levels of mathematics achievement.
Although historic NAEP data reflect growth in U.S. students’ mathematics proficiency
over the last two decades (USED, 2013), current evidence nevertheless indicates
underperformance. Given the relationship between mathematics achievement and the
ability of U.S. citizens to compete in an increasingly global economy (National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2013a), the “middle of the pack” (National Science
and Technology Council [NSTC], 2013, pp. vi-vii) performance by U.S. K-12 students in
a recent international comparison study are troubling to educators and national leaders
alike.
Existing Literature
Development of Common Core State Standards
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In response to concerns that U.S. students were academically underperforming
relative to students in other nations, in 2009, the National Governors’ Association Center
for Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officers commissioned the
development of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), a set of academic standards
for K-12 English language arts and mathematics (National Governors Association Center
for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers [NGACBP & CCSSO],
2010). The CCSS were crafted to meet a number of goals: assessments and instruction
based on a consistent and clear set of knowledge and skills (Conley, 2011); a narrower
and more-in-depth curriculum, like that found in higher-achieving countries (Porter,
McMaken, Hwang, & Yang, 2011); and a focus on instructional practices that prepare all
students for college and the workforce (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010, About the Common
Core State Standards section).
The underpinning of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
(CCSSM) is years of research on mathematics education practices from the National
Research Council and investigation into effective state and international educational
practices and standards (Mathematics Common Core Coalition [MCCC], n.d.). The
CCSSM represent a shift toward “greater focus on fewer topics, coherence: linking topics
and thinking across grades, and rigor: pursue conceptual understanding, procedural skills
and fluency, and application with equal intensity” (NGACBP and CCSSO, 2010, Key
Shifts in Mathematics section). These components of the CCSSM are intended to not
only “build on the best of high-quality math standards from states across the country,”
but “also draw on the most important international models for mathematical practice” and
embody “research and input from numerous sources, including state departments of
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education, scholars, assessment developers, professional organizations, educators, parents
and students, and members of the public” (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010, Mathematics
Standards section, para. 2). The CCSSM have been supported by the NCTM, whose past
president Linda Gojak declared, “The Common Core State Standards call national
attention to what is important for students to know and be able do, not only to be career
and college ready, but also to be quantitatively literate citizens—they, after all, are the
ones who will make decisions that shape the future” (NCTM, 2013c, para. 2).
Standards for Mathematical Practice
Influenced by the NCTM process standards (2000) and the National Research
Council’s Adding It Up (2001), the CCSSM Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP)
are a list of habits that proficient mathematicians exhibit and that should be cultivated
within every mathematics student (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010, Standards for
Mathematical Practice section). For example, SMP 3—“Construct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others” (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010, Standards for
Mathematical Practice section, para. 4)—derives from the belief that argumentation and
critique help a student “reflect on his or her own reasoning and understanding” (Halani,
Davis, & Roh, 2013, p. 1). Emphasis on this type of critical thinking, it is contended,
results in higher student engagement and academic achievement (NSTC, 2013).
Impact of Assessment
While the aforementioned changes to the curriculum across the US may prove to
drive student achievement, it has been argued that the most important factors shaping
students’ learning occur in the classroom (Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Noonan & Duncan,
2005). Extending this is the claim that no facet of the classroom experience can shape
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students’ education and their subsequent futures more than a teacher’s assessment
practices. Stiggins and Chappuis (2005) articulated this notion:
From their very earliest school experiences, our students draw life-shaping
conclusions about themselves as learners on the basis of the information we
provide to them as a result of their teachers’ classroom assessments. As that
evidence accumulates over time, they decide if they are capable of succeeding or
not. They decide whether the learning is worth the commitment it will take to
attain it. They decide if they should have confidence in themselves as learners and
in their teachers—that is, whether to risk investing in the schooling experience.
These decisions are crucial to their academic well-being. Depending on how they
decide, their teachers may or may not be able to influence their learning lives. (p.
11)
One currently inevitable aspect of the classroom experience is high-stakes testing (Black
& Wiliam, 2009). Previous research attests that high-stakes testing can greatly impact
students’ motivation and self-esteem (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), among other
critical student characteristics that have been linked to achievement (Clark, 2012;
Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005), either positively or negatively, depending on the quality and
content of the assessment (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). Because of the power that
teachers’ assessment practices can wield over their students’ potential academic success,
it has been remarked, teachers must carefully consider the choices they do have about
assessment and employ strategies that most benefit the greatest number of students
(Heritage, 2007).
Formative Assessment
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Ample research has demonstrated that student achievement can be raised through
formative assessment (FA) (Black & Wiliam, 1998a; Crooks, 1988; Leahy & Wiliam,
2012; Stiggins, 2002; Wiliam, 2007b). Underpinned by post-structuralism, FA is a set of
strategies united by a belief in employing assessment as a tool to improve learning
(Wiliam, 2007b). This notion contradicts past common conceptions of assessment as
separate from, or even a detraction from, instruction and as a way to measure the content
of what students have learned (Heritage, 2007). Effective formative assessments are
embedded within instruction (Suurtamm, Koch, & Arden, 2010), and the results they
yield lead to needed instructional adjustments while the learning is actually taking place
(Leahy, Lyon, Thompson, & Wiliam, 2005) and while students still have the chance to
enhance their understanding and the quality of their work (Schoenfeld, 2015). Scholars
have noted that the use of the term “formative” to denote this kind of assessment has
engendered misunderstanding, because “formative” has sometimes been used to refer to
any assessment given before a major high-stakes test; examples include the multitude of
interim and benchmark assessments that have been purchased in increasing numbers by
districts, assessments dismissed by Heritage (2007) as nothing more than “early warning
summative” assessments (p. 140). According to FA theory, an assessment is formative
when its results are used to direct students’ future learning activities, irrespective of the
assessment’s format or timing. If teachers do not base subsequent instructional decisions
on these results, the assessment is not formative (Davis & McGowen, 2007).
Benefits of an FA approach. Black and Wiliam (1998a) reviewed approximately
250 previous studies to examine the connection between the use of FA strategies and
student learning gains. The authors measured said gains by comparing average student
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test score increases that followed implementation of FA techniques with scores that did
not. This analysis indicated that when a FA approach was used, learning gains were
achieved across age groups, content areas, and even several countries, and that gaps
between low and high achievers were closed. Subsequent studies have corroborated
Black and Wiliam’s findings and engendered a consensus among scholars that FA
practices do enhance student outcomes (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009; Black & Wiliam,
1998b; Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Davis & McGowen, 2007; Heritage, 2007; Heritage
& Heritage, 2013; Leahy et al., 2005; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross, HogaboamGray, & Rolheiser, 2002; Suurtamm et al., 2010; Thomas, Martin, & Pleasants, 2011;
Wiliam, 2007a).
Student role in the FA process. The above description of FA as a tool for
subsequent instructional decisions might suggest that FA gains are simply a product of a
set of actions that teachers implement. In fact, the strides stem from actions encouraged
among and taken by students, namely, their expanded participation in assessment
processes, a core tenet of FA processes (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Clark, 2012; Heritage,
2007; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). To maximize the potential
of FA, the responsibility for learning must be shared by the teacher with students (Black
& Wiliam,1998b). Touting the teacher-student assessment collaboration, Thomas et al.
(2011) stated that “[w]hen teachers share with their students the process of assessment—
giving up control, sharing power and leading students to take on the authority to assess
themselves—the professional judgment of both is enhanced” (p. 1). This notion was
reinforced by Voogt and Kasurien (2005), who wrote, “Formative assessment may
consist of hard data, but more often and more importantly of ‘tacit knowledge’, i.e.
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knowledge that both the teacher and student obtain through discussion, reflection and
experience” (p. 8).
Feedback in FA. At the heart of the formative process of shared responsibility,
experiences, and dialogue is feedback (Clark, 2012). Underscoring the centrality of
feedback in mathematics education, the NCTM’s (2013a) five-paragraph-long position
statement on FA mentions the important role of teacher- and student-provided feedback
seven times. In the statement, it is observed that teacher-provided feedback helps students
make accurate judgments about their current progress and develop plans for
improvements to subsequent work; it is also remarked that student-provided feedback
offers teachers insights into students’ thinking, so that they may adjust subsequent
instruction to better meet students’ needs. Helpful feedback is not only produced during
teacher-student interactions; students can be resources for themselves and each other
when they generate feedback while engaged in self- and peer assessment (Black &
Wiliam, 1998a; Clark, 2012; Sluijsmans, Dochy, & Moerkerke, 1999; Sung, Chang,
Chiou, & Hou, 2005), two strategies indispensable to any FA-based curriculum (Leahy et
al., 2005).
Self-assessment and peer assessment. Countering the notion of self- and peer
assessment as totally separate processes with their own respective benefits, Noonan and
Duncan (2005) argued that they are in fact complementary and overlap. Central to both is
comparing a work product or performance against a pre-established set of criteria or
goals and determining the degree to which the product meets the criteria. The chief
differences lie in the audience and the assessor. During self-assessment, the student
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engages in an analysis of his or her own work, while during peer assessment, the student
analyzes the work of a classmate (Clark, 2012; Liu & Carless, 2006).
Because the formative nature of students’ assessments discourages grade
assignment, it likewise instills in students the view of assessment as a learning
experience, rather than an evaluative one (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), through what
is called a “mastery” focus (Guskey, 2003, p. 10). With a mastery focus, students are
urged to treat assessment as an opportunity to gain information about present
performance as a pathway toward improved future performance, not merely to “pass”;
thus, they are less likely to incur crippling feelings of failure (Black & Wiliam, 2009). It
has been noted that students’ view of what matters most in their education is shaped by
the assessments they take (Ellis & Folley, 2010). As they engage in mastery-focused
assessments over time, the perception of assessments as a learning experience can
augment their intrinsic motivation (Clark, 2012; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Ross, 2006)
and perseverance (Clark, 2012; Noonan & Duncan, 2005)—characteristics that, as noted,
have a positive correlation with achievement (Clark, 2012).
The FA-oriented mastery focus of students’ assessments promotes learning by
having students pursue goals of ever-improving work and performance (Ross et al., 2002;
Wiliam, 2007a). Recipients of peer-assessment feedback often profit from a more
objective set of eyes that can, typically, identify ways to improve work more successfully
than the author can (Leahy et al., 2005). These opportunities for improvement can often
be more easily pinpointed by peers and expressed in more-accessible terms than those
used by their teachers (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). When providing peer feedback,
students practice and enhance their evaluation skills without the negative emotions that
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can, and frequently do, arise from analyzing their own products (Wiliam, 2007a). With
better-honed evaluation skills, students grow their capacity for self-regulation, which Eva
and Regehr (2011) noted includes the process of identifying and addressing opportunities
for improvement and Black and Wiliam (1998a) cited as another skill directly related to
achievement.
When teachers make students full partners in the assessment process, they impress
upon students that they are valued and trusted and that their input matters (Heritage,
2010b; Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). The supportive environment thereby created
contributes to a number of factors that directly feed achievement (Clark, 2012). When
students believe they have an important role to play, they experience increases in their
sense of self-efficacy (Clark, 2012), their sense of control over their own academic
progress (Butler & Winne, 1995), their motivation (Liu & Carless, 2006), and their
responsibility in the learning process (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). In addition,
through increased dialogue, students gain valuable skills in effective collaboration and
cooperation (Heritage, 2007).
The fruits of student assessment—namely, elevated achievement and gains in the
qualities that promote achievement—are firmly established in the literature. Benefits
have been found across content, including mathematics, (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009;
Leahy et al., 2005; Ross, 2006; Ross et al., 2002; Warner, Chen, & Andrade, 2012),
writing (Ross, 2006), science (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009), social studies (Andrade &
Valtcheva, 2009; Ross, 2006), and in non-academic areas, such as increased positive
group interactions and reduced disruptive behavior (Ross, 2006). Benefits also have been
found across grade levels, including elementary and middle school (Andrade &
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Valtcheva, 2009; Ross et al., 2002; Warner et al., 2012), high school (Andrade &
Valtcheva, 2009; Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Leahy et al., 2005; Onion & Javaheri, 2011;
Warner et al., 2012) and college (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick,
2006; Thomas et al., 2011).
Accuracy of students’ self- and peer assessments. Despite research enumerating
the virtues of many FA strategies, teachers often decline to incorporate them into their
regular practice, citing what they perceive to be insurmountable obstacles, such as time
constraints or lack of training in assessment (Guskey, 2003). More significantly, teachers
do not have students undertake self- and peer assessment (Noonan & Duncan, 2005) out
of the belief that students cannot or will not accurately assess themselves (Andrade & Du,
2007; Bryant & Carless, 2010). These beliefs are, to a degree, supported by research. The
literature, which includes meta-analyses and individual studies ranging over a variety of
contexts, appears to reveal low, if any, levels of agreement between teachers’ and
students’ assessments (Andrade & Du, 2007; Boud & Falchikov, 1989; Falchikov &
Boud, 1989; Fox & Dinur, 1988; Narciss, 2008; Nulty, 2011; Pakaslahti & KeltikangasJärvinen, 2000; Ross, 2006; Topping, 1998). Even many of the studies that show
consistency between teachers’ and students’ assessments used questionable research
designs, particularly, the lack of a clear description of measurement scales and the
introduction of subjective criteria into the assessment (Boud & Falchikov, 1989;
Falchikov & Boud, 1989; Topping, 1998). In addition, most of the research that has
produced relatively higher levels of accurate self- and peer assessment, including that
obtained subsequent to successful implementation of interventions, has taken place in a
higher-education setting (Kulkarni et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 2012; Wagner, Suh, &
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Cruz, 2011). K-12 teachers, therefore, may doubt that they can replicate the results in
their own classrooms.
Statement of Purpose
Given teachers’ fears about the potential inaccuracy of and resultant resistance to
implementing student self- and peer-assessment practices and the dearth of research
about interventions for improving middle school students’ self- and peer-assessment
accuracy, this study conducted a data analysis to determine whether an intervention,
developed with recommendations from previous research, positively affected students’
mathematics achievement and their ability to accurately self- and peer-assess.
Research Questions
The study addresses the following research questions:
1) What is the effect of self- and peer-assessment training of middle school students on
their mathematics achievement?
2) What is the effect of self- and peer-assessment training of middle school students on
their ability to accurately assess themselves?
3) What is the effect of self- and peer-assessment training of middle school students on
their ability to accurately assess their peers?
Significance of the Study
There is an abundance of previous research describing the benefits of and ways to
incorporate self- and peer assessment. However, research, and recent research especially,
on measuring or improving the accuracy of students’ self- and peer assessment is sparse,
and little is based in a middle school setting. Moreover, most of the available research
may be faulted for lacking clear assessment measures and criteria. This study used
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explicitly described assessment measures and criteria both to quantitatively determine the
effect of a self- and peer assessment instructional sequence on middle school students’
ability to self-assess and peer assess and to improve their mathematics achievement.
Delimitations
This study had several delimitations. The study was conducted in late April and
early May 2015 in an urban Midwestern middle school. The sample consisted of students
enrolled in the mathematics classes of one of two participating seventh-grade
mathematics teachers. The intervention was delivered over 3 weeks in 10 hour-long
sessions during the school day.
Assumption
The main assumption underlying this study is that teachers are accurate in their
assessments of students’ level of success with task completion. Therefore, the students’
assessment accuracy will be calculated from the discrepancy between their assessments
and my own, as the teacher overseeing the intervention.
Summary
Recently, U.S. students’ mediocre mathematics performance relative to that of
many international peers has contributed to a movement toward reform in the national
mathematics curriculum. However, research has shown that the most effective agents of
positive academic achievement are the teacher-implemented strategies in individual
classrooms. Certain assessment strategies have demonstrated great potential to enhance
learning, including student self-assessment and peer-assessment. However, despite the
benefits, teachers are frequently hesitant to incorporate them, citing doubts that students
can accurately assess themselves and their peers. Although some research does attest that
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students can accurately and effectively self-assess, especially after they are explicitly
taught how, much of it is dated, of questionable quality, or does not take place in a
middle school setting. This study seeks to fill these gaps by testing the effect of an
intervention, developed from recommendations of past research, on 7th-grade-students’
achievement and self- and peer-assessment accuracy.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The following chapter will provide the theoretical background and components
that contributed to the development of this study. The first three sections will describe
each component of the study intervention: Clark’s Theory of Formative Assessment
(TFA), self-assessment, and peer assessment. In the final section, I will present the
background behind the intervention’s theorized effect on the three dependent variables—
namely, student ability to self-assess, student ability to peer-assess, and students’
mathematics achievement—as well as interaction that could occur among the variables
subsequent to the intervention.
Intervention Component 1: Clark’s Theory of Formative Assessment
Clark’s TFA (2012) provides most of the theoretical background for the proposed
study intervention. In his model, Clark synthesized a foundation for the development of a
TFA, including key objectives and beliefs. The following framework (p. 207) illustrates
Clark’s model and its grounding in post-structuralism:
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PS - post-structuralism, TFA - theory of
formative assessment, SCT & SC socio-cognitive theory and sociocultural
theories, AaL - assessment as learning,
AfL - assessment for learning, G1 - G8
formative goals, SRL - self-regulated
learning, MC - metacognition, SE self-efficacy, P - planning, M monitoring, R - reflecting, A ambition, E - effort, Pe - persistence, Ffeedback

Figure 2.1. Clark’s TFA, shown to be grounded in post-structuralism and to initiate a
comprehensive process of self-regulation, in cross-section.
In the outermost ring in Clark’s framework diagram, formative assessment theory
is encompassed within post-structuralism (PS). According to Peters (1999), PS is a
multifaceted philosophy that rejects the notion that scientism can be widely applied to
research involving human beings and emphasizes the influence of a person’s subjectivity
when he or she is making interpretations. PS shares with constructivist theory (Vidmar,
2011) the idea that students are not simple receptacles but active constructors of
knowledge who assimilate previous learning with new information and stimuli
(Zimmerman, 2001).
Formative Assessment
Concepts under the PS umbrella include the importance of individual differences
and emphasis on learners’ construction of new knowledge, both major themes of
formative assessment (FA) (Clark, 2012). As opposed to a process separate from
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teaching, FA “needs to be intentionally and systematically integrated into classroom
instruction at every grade level” (National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics &
Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators [NCSM & AMTE], 2014). Embedded
thus within instruction (Suurtamm et al., 2010), FA is a process that generates and uses
assessment results to tailor subsequent learning goals and experiences to the unique needs
of students (Leahy et al., 2005).
Yet a misapprehension exists among some educators that an assessment’s
“formative” quality is determined by its particular characteristics, such as timing or
format, rather than by how its data are collected and used (Shepard, 2009). For example,
in recent years, assessment vendors have marketed to schools certain assessments
mislabeled “formative,” with the claim that they diagnose students’ knowledge and
understanding gaps and improve subsequent performance on high-stakes testing (Perie,
Marion, & Gong, 2009). Many educators succumb to the misinformation, in part, because
of the timing of the assessments’ administration, before summative assessments
(Heritage, 2007). In reality, many of these assessments are interim assessments,
“assessments administered during instruction to evaluate students’ knowledge and skills
relative to a specific set of academic goals in order to inform policymaker or educator
decisions at the classroom, school, or district level” (Perie et al., 2009, p. 6). While it can
and has been argued that interim assessments fill a need in education, many are not
structured to provide information that is detailed enough to inform subsequent instruction
(Shepard, 2009) and, thus, are not formative. While a formative assessment can appear in
a wide variety of formats, its formative character is derived from the way information
gleaned from the assessment is used, not from the assessment format itself; if subsequent
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learning and instructional decisions are not based on assessment information, the
assessment cannot be called formative (Black & Wiliam, 1998a; Black & Wiliam, 2009;
Davis & McGowen, 2007; NCSM & AMTE, 2014). The spontaneous nature of “on the
fly assessment” formats (Heritage, 2007, p. 141), usually observations (Stepanek &
Jarrett, 1997) of students’ dialogue, actions, and facial expressions (Leahy et al., 2005),
typically qualifies these types of assessment as formative. In addition, “planned-for
interaction” formats (Heritage, 2007, p. 141), such as white boards, student response
clickers (Wallace, 2003), questioning (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Clark, 2012), and student
interviews (Stepanek & Jarrett, 1997), are usually considered formative, because they are
more-frequent, shorter assessments that allow for quick data collection and subsequent
changes to instruction (Black & Wiliam, 1998a). However, some assessment types once
categorized as summative are now being used formatively, such as portfolios (Stepanek
& Jarrett, 1997) and even tests (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
Benefits of formative assessment. When assessment results are used to guide
future instructional decisions, students demonstrate dramatic learning-rate increases,
ranging from as much as 50% to 100% (Leahy & Wiliam, 2012), over the short, medium
(Wiliam, 2007b), and long term (Leahy et al., 2005). These gains are reflected in
improved classroom summative test scores (Crooks, 1988; Stiggins, 2002) and
standardized test scores (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005), across a variety of age groups,
countries, and content areas (Black & Wiliam, 1998a; Leahy et al., 2005). Some may
regard as especially significant the fact that FA techniques have been shown to raise
achievement levels for all students while lessening the gap between low achievers and
others (Black & Wiliam, 1998a).
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Assessment for learning and assessment as learning. Laying the groundwork
for a more specific list of principles and strategies to be employed during the
implementation of FA, Clark’s (2012) framework, using two adjoining sections within
his TFA, illustrates two primary goals: assessment for learning (AfL) and assessment as
learning (AaL). These two concepts were developed, like FA, in response to the increase
in assessment of learning (AoL), which is used to determine how much students have
learned. According to critics, AoL produces scores too late and with insufficient
information to be useful to plan subsequent student instruction (Clark, 2012; Guskey,
2003; Heritage, 2007). By contrast, AfL and AaL are designed to impact subsequent
instructional decisions and enhance students’ learning outcomes (Clark, 2012; Stiggins,
2002).
Assessment for learning. The description of AfL might lead one to believe,
erroneously, that AfL and FA are synonymous (Clark, 2012). While FA does have as one
of many goals increased student participation in the assessment process (Thomas et al.,
2011), a teacher can obtain assessment data and plan subsequent instruction—in other
words, can use FA—with no student action outside of taking the assessment. On the other
hand, AfL activities—such as providing students with assessment criteria and corrective
feedback—although teacher driven, require students’ participation (Stiggins, 2002). As
Stiggins and Chappuis (2005) framed it, AfL provides both “teachers and students with
information they need along the way, during the learning process, to make decisions that
will bring about more learning. In this side of the assessment house, an effective
communication system provides regular diagnostic information to the teacher and
frequent descriptive feedback to the learner” (p. 6). Simply put, one may use FA without
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using AfL, but one cannot use AfL without applying FA. For example, a teacher might
give a quiz to students and then use the results to plan subsequent remediation lessons on
a topic, if needed. In this case, the teacher is using FA but not AfL. If the teacher
conferences with a student after the same quiz and provides evidence-based feedback
regarding ways to improve performance over the quiz topic, the teacher is using AfL, a
specific instantiation of FA.
Assessment as learning. Although AfL embraces a student-centered approach
(Noonan & Duncan, 2005), the focus is on the practices of the teacher, such as
questioning and providing feedback; in contrast, AaL is based on activities that make
students full partners in assessment (Clark 2012). The literature has established that, in
order to most effectively promote students’ self-regulation, teachers must allow students
to be partners in the assessment process (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Clark, 2011; Heritage,
2007; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). A classroom with a focus
on AaL is one in which “pupils and staff set learning goals, share learning intentions and
success criteria, and evaluate their learning through dialogue and self and peer
assessment” (Clark, 2012, p. 4). When engaged in peer assessment, students “provide
either feedback or grades (or both) to their peers on a product, process, or performance,
based on the criteria of excellence for that product or event” (Thomas et al., 2011, p. 3);
when engaged in self-assessment, students evaluate their own current perceived level of
performance with pre-established criteria for success (Lawson et al., 2012).
Self-regulated learning. Research-based support for the student-centered FA
goals of AfL and AaL (Clark, 2011; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Stiggins & Chappuis,
2005; Thomas et al., 2011) stems from the positive impact these practices have on the
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development of students’ self-regulation (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Clark, 2012; Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), the “tendency to monitor and manage one’s own learning”
(Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009, p. 13). In classrooms where self-regulated learning (SRL)
is cultivated, students in grades as early as kindergarten to third grade have been
observed independently conducting research, monitoring and evaluating their progress in
the writing process, and strategically seeking support from peers (Perry, VandeKamp,
Mercer, & Nordby, 2010). Learners are conscious of their use of these dynamic selfregulation strategies (Butler & Winne, 1995), “those processes, internal and/or
transactional, that enable an individual to guide his/her goal-directed activities over time
and across changing circumstances” (Clark, 2012, p. 216).
Students who engage in higher levels of self-regulation, those who “self-generate
thoughts, feelings, and actions to attain their learning goals” (Zimmerman, 2001, p. 5),
are generally higher-achieving than those who do not (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009;
Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Evidence of the correlation
between students’ self-regulation and achievement is so pronounced that self-regulation
has been called “a pivot upon which students’ achievement turns” (Butler & Winne,
1995, p. 245). For example, in one study of 10th-grade students, 93% of the students
could be accurately categorized as high- or low-achieving, based on the results of
interviews that ascertained their degree of self-regulation-strategy use (Zimmerman &
Pons, 1986). Students who are better self-regulators also demonstrate heightened levels
of other qualities correlated with high achievement. Among these are confidence,
independence (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), willingness to collaborate (Heritage,
2007), perseverance, responsiveness to feedback (Clark, 2012), a larger repertoire of
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strategies to apply to various tasks (Black & Wiliam, 2009), positive attitudes toward
learning, and openness to tackling challenges, a quality found even among relatively lowachieving self-regulating students (Perry et al., 2010).
Beyond their proportionally higher achievement, highly self-regulating students
are also better equipped to apply previously learned skills and knowledge to new
situations (Clark, 2012). Such a trait is critical for success in the current world of
proliferating innovation, where job skills “are no longer passed down from one
generation to the next” and “where it is not possible to establish which type of knowledge
is needed in the next 5 or 10 years let alone a lifetime” (Clark, 2012, p. 233). By adopting
teaching and learning strategies that advance students’ capacities for self-regulation,
educators are increasing the likelihood that they will be “lifelong learners” (Falchikov &
Boud, 1989, p. 395) and positively impact their own future well-being.
Metacognition and self-efficacy. Encapsulated by self-regulated learning in
Clark’s (2012) TFA framework are the two components that operationalize selfregulation: metacognition and self-efficacy. Self-regulation, according to Clark, could not
exist without either of these two components; therefore, as FA, through AfL and AaL
practices, improves students’ self-regulation (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Clark, 2012; Nicol
& Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), AfL and AaL practices likewise enhance metacognition and
self-efficacy (Clark, 2012). Metacognition may be defined as “the deliberate conscious
control of cognitive activity” (Schunk, 2012, p. 286)—in other words, when someone
intentionally thinks about their thinking—and comprises learners’ engagement in goalplanning, monitoring, and reflection (Clark, 2012). Self-efficacy refers to individuals’
“beliefs about their capabilities to exercise control over their own level of functioning
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and over events that affect their lives” (Butler & Winne, 1995, p. 256), and, according to
Clark’s (2012) framework, is composed of students’ ambition, effort, and persistence.
Socio-cognitive theory and sociocultural theory. In Clark’s (2012) framework
diagram, AfL, AaL, and self-regulation are all enclosed within socio-cognitive theory and
sociocultural theory. These theories, as the diagram manifests, inform and shape AfL and
AaL, particularly in the socio-cognitive-based recognition of the influence of a learner
over him- or herself (Bandura, 1991) and the sociocultural acknowledgement of the
influence of one’s environment over his or her knowledge acquisition and development
(Hiebert & Grouws, 2007). Given the apparent clash between the first’s orientation
around the individual and the second’s emphasis on externality, the inclusion of both
philosophies in the same framework may seem to some a contradiction. However, TFA
blends them by directing the educator to design learning experiences that actively involve
each individual learner while taking into account environmental factors (Clark, 2012).
The contributions of both sets of principles were captured by Bandura (2006), who
declared, “A major goal of formal education is to equip students with the intellectual
tools, self-beliefs, and self-regulatory capabilities to educate themselves throughout their
lifetime” (p. 10).
Although FA stresses student ownership of their own learning (Falchikov &
Boud, 1989), many students do not naturally develop the ability to monitor their learning
(Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009). Therefore, another important formative goal is to teach
students how to monitor their progress and make plans to improve subsequent work
(Clark, 2012; Stiggins, 2009). The teacher is “at the heart” of the connection between
assessment and its positive effect on student learning (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005, p. 12).
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In order to truly impact the learner, the educator must know about background
experiences, knowledge, and beliefs—in other words, what the learner already “knows—
and should adjust assessment and instruction accordingly (Clark, 2012).
Formative-learning goals. The tenets of socio-cognitive and sociocultural
theories are highlighted in Pintrich and Zusho’s (2007) definition of self-regulation as “an
active constructive process whereby learners set goals for their learning and monitor,
regulate, and control their cognition, motivation, and behaviour, guided and constrained
by their goals and the contextual features of the environment” (p. 741). This definition
acknowledges the reality that students’ ability to self-regulate is impacted by many
factors, such as educational environment, past academic achievement, and comfort with
specific content areas. Effective self-monitoring is usually impaired when students dwell
on negative personal behaviors or characteristics; are discouraged by the relative
difficulty of a task (Kirschenbaum & Karoly, 1977); have a history of low academic
achievement (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006); are confused by the criteria for successful
task completion (Andrade and Du, 2007); or fail to practice effort and perseverance
(Butler & Winne, 1995). In addition, students tend to fail to consistently apply selfregulation strategies when they receive feedback that contradicts strongly held beliefs or
knowledge, even if the feedback is in fact correct (Butler & Winne, 1995).
Despite factors that can inhibit students’ self-regulation, all students can become
better-self-regulated learners (Clark, 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Warner et
al., 2012). Much of the responsibility for students’ self-regulatory behavior falls upon
teachers, whose educational and assessment practices yield beneficial or detrimental
effects on students’ self-regulation (Ellis & Folley, 2010). Answering this reality, Clark
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(2012) decomposed AfL and AaL into eight specific goals to direct teachers as they work
to expand students’ involvement in the classroom learning and assessment processes and
to nurture students’ capacity for self-regulation.
Goal 1: Communicating learning goals and criteria for success. Clark (2012)
articulated his first goal as to “communicate to students the goals of the lesson and the
criteria for success” (p. 222). This goal, prevalent in other research on formative
assessment practices (Nicole & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross, 2006), refers to the need
for students and teachers to share comparable ideas of what constitutes quality task
completion (Black & Wiliam, 2009; White & Fredrickson, 1998; Wiliam, 2007a). The
practice of clarifying formative goals and criteria for success before an assessment is
made is sometimes stigmatized as “teaching to the test” (Guskey, 2003); some scholars
counter, however, that it enables students to clearly understand the “rules of the
assessment game” (Thomas et al., 2011, p. 2) they must play. Andrade and Du (2007)
added that “criteria for student work must be so transparent that students can learn to
evaluate their own work the same way their teacher does” (p. 160). The result of this
transparency will be a classroom with “no surprises, and no excuses” (Stiggins &
Chappuis, 2005, p. 3) and students with positive attitudes (Andrade & Du, 2007) and
heightened levels of engagement with, interest in, and attention to learning and
assessment tasks—students who, consequently, learn more (Ross, 2006).
Before communicating goals to students, teachers must ensure that said goals
have qualities representative of a formative focus. In a discussion of goal types, the term
performance refers to those which involve primarily grades and, by extension, ego and
comparisons to others (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Butler & Winne, 1995), such as “getting
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an A on the test” or “getting the highest grade in the class.” Because performance goals
are associated with decreased motivation, self-efficacy (Black & Wiliam, 1998a), and
academic risk-taking (Heritage, 2010b) and lower self-regulation strategies (Black &
Wiliam, 2009), they should be avoided in a formative context.
In contrast to performance goals, mastery goals, also called growth (Black &
Wiliam, 2009) or learning (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) goals, focus on acquiring
and mastering skills and assimilating knowledge (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Butler &
Winne, 1995; Clark, 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). These goals are associated
with greater student ownership and motivation (Clark, 2012; Perry et al., 2010) and,
therefore, should be part of a formative focus.
Finally, so that students are not overwhelmed, formative assessment goals should
be relatively short-term, specific, and incrementally work toward broader goals for
achievement and self-regulation (Heritage, 2007). Once teachers have aligned their goals
with the aforementioned criteria, they have a variety of strategies available to them in the
literature by which to communicate goals to students.
Strategies for communicating learning goals and success criteria. One tool
widely employed to convey criteria to students is a rubric, which outlines characteristics
of various degrees of successful task completion (Andrade and Valtcheva, 2009; Johnson
& Svingby, 2007; Moskal & Leydens, 2000). But despite the abundant use of rubrics,
evidence exists that even detailed rubrics can be subject to multiple, sometimes
conflicting interpretations, potentially leading to miscommunication of the taskcompletion criteria (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Rust, Price, & O’Donovan, 2003);
other critics have cited that the criteria themselves are too vague or too long and therefore
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cumbersome (Ross, 2006). Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2006) recommended addressing
these issues by “providing better definitions of requirements using carefully constructed
criteria sheets and performance level definitions” (p. 8), although they did not explain
what “better” and more-“carefully constructed” criteria would look like.
Additional tools for conveying goals. Because many rubrics are unclear,
unwieldy, or both, educators can employ other techniques to communicate taskcompletion criteria, including checklists and exemplars. One method some teachers adopt
involves issuing students a checklist, which lists requirements in a non-hierarchical way
and thus excludes judgments about the importance of any one requirement relative to
another (Warner et al., 2012). Another strategy is to increase the amount of class time
devoted to discussion of and reflection on criteria, which, previous research has shown,
can also raise achievement (Black & Wiliam, 1998a). Other teachers use exemplars and
examples of various levels of student work, which has proven especially helpful for those
students who can more easily recognize errors in others’ work than in their own (Leahy et
al., 2005). For that reason, it has also been suggested that teachers facilitate practice
sessions in which students provide feedback on each other’s work according to
predetermined standards (Gielen, Peeters, Dochy, Onghena, & Struyven, 2010).
Andrade and Boulay (2003) tested the effect on achievement of practice sessions
where students were guided through the process of applying criteria to their own work.
They provided 7th- and 8th-grade students with rubrics that conveyed scoring criteria
before having them complete historical fiction essays. The students in the treatment
group also received two 40-minute lessons during which they were guided through the
process of applying criteria to their own essay drafts. The results showed a significant
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relationship between the treatment and scores for the girls’ essays only. Because the
boys’ historical fiction essay scores consistently surpassed the girls’, the significant effect
of practice sessions on girls’ scores suggests that the treatment could have a higher
impact on the scores of lower-achieving students, a finding consistent with the literature
(Black & Wiliam, 1998a).
A study conducted by Kulkarni et al. (2013) tested an intervention’s effect on
students’ ability to accurately apply assessment criteria. The intervention combined the
research-based strategies of using a rubric to communicate assessment criteria, providing
students with opportunities to practice applying criteria to the work of a peer, and
providing students with instructor feedback regarding their application of the criteria. An
online class on human-centered design, offered through the University of San Diego,
required all of its 5876 students to participate in a type of peer assessment called
Calibrated Peer Review. One day after students completed an online assignment, using a
provided rubric as guidance, they began the peer-assessment process, which was divided
into two parts: calibration and assessment. While engaged in the calibration, students
peer-graded an assignment submission, then viewed the faculty grade that had been
assigned to the same piece of work the previous day, along with an account from the staff
member describing how he or she arrived at the grade; essentially, the students were
provided instructor feedback regarding the accuracy of their peer-assessments. If the peer
grade was close enough to the staff grade, the student moved on to the assessment part of
the process; if not, they repeated the calibration process, up to four more times. At that
point, all students moved on to the assessment portion of grading, and students’ scores
were subsequently compared with instructors’. By the end of the study, which
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incorporated two cycles of assessments over two assignments, 42.9% of peer grades fell
within a 5% difference from instructors’ and 65.5% fell within a 10% difference. This
study offers evidence that a training series applying recommendations from previous
research can more closely align students’ assessment skills with those of the teacher.
Including students in developing learning goals. Arguably, the technique that best
helps students understand criteria and goals is to include students in the development of
said goals and criteria (Andrade & Du, 2007; Heritage, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick,
2006) and even in the development of the assessments themselves (Ellis & Folley, 2010;
Stiggins, 2009). It has been noted that, rather than simply allowing students to determine
on their own what successful task completion should look like, teachers should direct and
inform students of the requirements and guidelines that influence curricular
considerations of the class (Ross, 2006), such as district and national standards or skills
that contribute to future career success.
Student inclusion in the goal- and criteria-development process can be
accomplished in a variety of ways. For example, in a classroom activity described in Ross
et al. (2002), teachers developed and administered a rich mathematical-problem-solving
task to students, who completed the task individually. Afterward, in a whole-class setting,
students suggested criteria for judging the quality of their performance and subsequently
narrowed their list of suggestions to the four most important characteristics of an
excellent response. In small groups, students then described what high, medium, and low
performance on the task would look like. Outside of class, the teachers reworked these
suggestions and criteria into a rubric using student-friendly language that also reflected
the guidelines of the curriculum.
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Research has shown that when students are involved in the development of
assessment goals and criteria for success, they not only gain a better understanding of
standards (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005) and demonstrate higher levels of subsequent
achievement (Andrade, Du, & Wang, 2008), but also receive additional less-foreseeable
benefits. These include higher levels of enthusiasm to complete work (Noonan &
Duncan, 2005), greater confidence in their work (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005), elevated
engagement due to enhanced buy-in (Andrade & Du, 2007), feelings that they “own” the
criteria (Falchikov & Boud, 1989, p. 419), heightened intrinsic motivation (Clark, 2012),
and, eventually, the ability to accurately develop high-quality criteria and goals
independently (Black & Wiliam, 1998a; Clark, 2012).
Goal 2: Discussing study habits and effective strategies. Once teachers have
shared their vision of the learning goals and criteria with students, they must follow by
taking steps to help students work toward achieving those goals. One strategy is found in
Clark’s (2012) suggestion that teachers “engage students in discussions about study
habits and strategies which sustain improvement” (p. 222). Many students, especially
those who are unmotivated or who have gaps in their knowledge, frequently lack study
and organizational skills, such as time management (Clark, 2012) and the ability to select
and structure a proper work environment (Credé & Kuncel, 2008). In order to get
students to use these skills routinely enough that they begin implementing them without
prompting, teachers must do more than describe and model strategies (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006); they must help students understand how, when, and why to use
them (Butler & Winne, 1995).
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Students’ prior experiences and beliefs impact their ability to engage with any
task, including development of self-regulatory practices (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick,
2006). Therefore, teachers must use strategies that help them get to know what factors
drive their students’ behavior. One such strategy, called interpretive listening, is to design
prompts that elicit students’ thinking in a way that teachers may study and better
understand students’ thought processes (Black & Wiliam, 2009, p. 10). Instructors can
also identify and address individual sources of student motivation and needs and then
craft tailored study-skills enhancement plans (Kim & Keller, 2008); this
individualization, it is thought, may inspire students to find value in improving their
learning strategies and, subsequently, to practice and implement them in a more selfregulated fashion (Zimmerman, 2001).
When directly modeling strategies for and reviewing strategies with students,
teachers must keep in mind the series of stages that learners typically move through while
learning to combine skills with self-regulation (Andrade & Du, 2007; Zimmerman,
2001). The benchmark names used to denote these phases are observation, emulation,
self-control, and self-regulation (Andrade & Du, 2007, p. 170). One skill that research
has shown to be helpful at all stages in this progression is annotation, “a writing-to-learn
strategy for use while reading or rereading. Annotating helps readers reach a deeper level
of engagement and promotes active reading” (Porter-O’Donnell, 2004, p. 82), and can be
applied to any text in any field, including mathematics. When implemented and practiced
correctly, annotation makes learners’ thinking visible and promotes higher levels of
engagement between learners and texts, as learners identify main ideas, questions, and
other connections they might make (Hwang, Chen, Shadiev, & Li, 2011).
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As they are with other study skills, students frequently must be taught how to
effectively use annotation (Porter-O’Donnell, 2004), as they progress through the
aforementioned stages and learn to annotate in a self-regulated way; this is especially the
case for students engaged with mathematics texts, because, even when students do not
have reading challenges, they frequently struggle with decoding the more symbolic and
technical format of many mathematics textbooks (Cantrell, Burns, & Callaway, 2009).
While learners are in the earliest stage of acquiring annotation skills, the observation
level (Andrade & Du, 2007; Zimmerman, 2001), they watch the teacher or another
student model the process and make judgments about the relative quality of the aspects of
the model. For example, a teacher might write in the margin of an algebra text a more
student-friendly definition of y intercept, such as “the place the graph crosses the y axis”
or a note illustrating the term through a context familiar to many students, such as an
interception in football; the student might then observe that one feature of good
annotation is to write something in the margin, rather than just to highlight text.
Knowledge of this first stage is important for teachers, and they must be sure to clarify
their reasoning for taking particular actions so that students are better able to make and
understand these decisions on their own later (Andrade & Du, 2007; Zimmerman, 2001).
In the next stage, students attempt to practice the new technique on their own,
applying their interpretation from the model of what constitutes quality. If they are
annotating, they might write in the margin, as the teacher model did (Andrade & Du,
2007; Zimmerman, 2001). It should be noted that in order to encourage students to
annotate effectively, it is imperative that the teacher monitor and provide feedback to the
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students as they practice (Butler & Winne,1995), with specific, criteria-referenced
suggestions for subsequent improvement (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
As students enter the next, more internalized phase, (Andrade & Du, 2007;
Zimmerman, 2001), they will continue to practice annotation while keeping the model in
mind; but their implementation will begin to take a shape that reflects what they believe
works best for them. For example, they might continue annotating with writing in the
margin but adopt a set of symbols that works as a kind of shortcut. Again, teachers should
consistently provide feedback (Butler & Winne, 1995). Finally, once they enter the selfregulated phase, learners take on “their own distinctive styles of performing” a skill
(Andrade & Du, 2007, p. 171).
Goal 3: Involving students in previewing and planning forthcoming work. In
addition to practicing effective study skills, self-regulated students use their background
knowledge both to deliberately plan actions they believe will allow them to successfully
engage in a given task and to develop conjectures about the progress that will likely be
made as tasks progress (Butler & Winne, 1995). By implementing Clark’s (2012)
suggestion to “involve students in previewing and planning forthcoming work” (p. 222),
teachers can help students develop this skill. Previewing content through classroom
discussion advances one of the major goals in the CCSSM by shifting students away from
the belief that mathematical topics exist in isolation (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010, Key
Shifts in Mathematics section), as students can preview content and speculate about its
relationship to previous knowledge. Motivation—and, consequently, learning—is
deepened when students are encouraged to make predictions, design plans, and
communicate their ideas to others (Blumenfeld et al., 1991). In addition, previewing
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content with students allows teachers the opportunity to solicit student feedback and
gauge their interest in future topics. This outcome, yet another potential source of student
motivation, is known as differentiation, “an approach to teaching and learning so that
students have multiple options for taking in information and making sense of ideas”
(Hall, 2002, p. 1).
Goal 4: Seeking help. Self-regulating students strategically seek input from
outside sources, including peers (Heritage, 2007; Perry et al., 2010), trusted adults (Ryan,
Hicks, & Midgley, 1997), and online curricular materials (Eva & Regehr, 2011), when
their expected level of goal attainment does not match what they actually achieve (Butler
& Winne, 1995; Clark, 2012). Students with lower self-regulation, however, are neither
as aware nor as inclined as higher self-regulators to solicit help when it is needed. In such
cases, teachers are directed to “inform students of who can give them help if they need it
and permit full access to such help” (Clark, 2012, p. 222). In order to maximize the
effectiveness of this strategy, teachers must address the tendency among students with
low self-confidence to resist asking for help for fear of looking less intelligent (Black &
Wiliam, 1998a; Schunk, 2012), as well as the failure of other students to realize that they
need help and the assorted other social motivations that inhibit or prevent students from
asking for help (Ryan et al., 1997). To combat this disposition toward help-seeking
avoidance, teachers can engage students in discussions about previous experiences where
help-seeking resulted in success, identify someone the students trust to be a resource
(Wilson & Deane, 2001), or offer students research that demonstrates the positive
correlation between academic success and a willingness to ask for help (Clark, 2012).
One of the most important strategies, however, is to create a classroom environment built
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on the concept of collaboration (Heritage, 2007; Perry et al., 2010), which will be
elaborated later in the chapter.
Goal 5: Fostering metacognition. Clark’s (2012) first four goals, while studentcentered, are essentially AfL-oriented and, as such, aim primarily to train the actions of
teachers, such as specific discussions they should lead and information they should
convey. By contrast, the last four goals are rooted in AaL and look toward developing
students as full partners in the classroom. The first of these goals is metacognition.
To fortify students’ investment in their learning, Clark (2012) urges teachers
to “provide opportunities for students to become meta-cognitive and build
knowledge of themselves as learners ” (p. 222). As previously mentioned, Clark
decomposed metacognition into three major parts: monitoring, planning, and
reflecting, which unite to form a “recursive, but not necessarily linear” process (p.
215). While engaging in a task, self-regulating students monitor their progress, judge
the degree to which their progress consists with achieving their goals, and make
plans for subsequent engagements and goals based on their assessment. Again,
feedback—provided by both students and teachers—is at the center of Clark’s
framework because it is an “inherent catalyst” in the development of all selfregulating strategies, including metacognition (Butler & Winne, 1995, p. 246).
Effective feedback should help students answer for themselves (Heritage, 2010a, pp.
79-80) “Where am I going?,” “Where am I now?,” and “Where to next?,” guiding
questions that can be applied either to a discrete task or to progress across time
(Clark, 2012).
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Assessing performance against goals. As noted throughout, students best learn
self-regulation when they receive quality feedback from various sources (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). After teachers have conveyed to or collaborated with students to
develop learning goals and criteria (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Nicole & Macfarlane-Dick,
2006; Ross, 2006; Wiliam, 2007a), students engage, to varying degrees, in selfmonitoring, which is “pivotal to self-regulated learning, the cognitive process that
assesses state of progress relative to goals and generates [internal] feedback that can
guide further action” (Butler & Winne, 1995, p. 259). Internal feedback, or “information
directly perceivable by the learner while task processing” (Narciss, 2008, p. 127), is
generated as learners monitor their interaction with a task or process (Butler & Winne,
1995; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) and, therefore, is a necessary product of selfregulation (Clark, 2012). Most self-regulation models agree that monitoring is a
conscious process—with very few exceptional cases in which learners’ expertise in the
content is exceptionally high (Butler & Winne, 1995)—and Sadler (1989) maintained that
all students generate internal feedback at various levels. The ability to produce internal
feedback and the abundance and quality of the internal feedback produced are dictated by
many factors, including learners’ sense of self-efficacy and capacity for self-regulation
(Clark, 2012, p. 213).
At the same time that students are monitoring their performance, other players,
most frequently teachers (Noonan & Duncan, 2005) but increasingly often peers (Sung et
al., 2005), also monitor students’ performance relative to goals and supply external
feedback (Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik, & Morgan, 1991; Butler & Winne, 1995;
Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). As outlined in previous research, external feedback “is
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information that helps students trouble-shoot their own performance and self-correct: that
is, it helps students take action to reduce the discrepancy between their intentions and the
resulting effects” (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006, p. 7). External feedback can also be
offered in response to students’ assessments of their own performance relative to criteria;
from a self-regulation viewpoint, external feedback can help students become owners of
their own learning by interacting with their internal self-regulation processes and thereby
positively impact subsequent learning outcomes (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009)
Consistent with the sociocultural tenet of scaffolding for students within their
zone of proximal development (Heritage & Heritage, 2013) is the notion that students’
learning outcomes are improved by this internal and external feedback interaction.
Feedback interactions have been shown to help students calibrate the accuracy of their
self-monitoring process and make adjustments if needed (Butler & Winne, 1995; Lawson
et al., 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). In order for this calibration to occur,
students must engage with the feedback in a conscious, meaningful way, as they
negotiate feedback with current beliefs and understandings to construct new knowledge
(Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Butler & Winne, 1995; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
The literature demonstrates that all students, even the very young, can monitor
effectively (Butler & Winne, 1995; Perry et al., 2010), but gaps between students’ and
teachers’ conceptions of learning goals and successful-task-completion criteria (Andrade
& Du, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) can sometimes interfere with this process.
Said gaps may stem from a variety of factors, including too much criteria (Butler &
Winne, 1995), the failure to develop a teacher-student aligned interpretation of criteria,
(Heritage, 2007), a misunderstanding of the task (Butler & Winne, 1995), learner failure
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to value the task (Black & Wiliam, 2009), and learner overconfidence (Butler & Winne,
1995).
Students’ verbal or written articulation of their internal feedback on their progress
(Clark, 2012) can help teachers identify the source of inconsistent conceptions of tasks
(Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006, p. 9). To draw students’ explanations, teachers can
prompt students to justify their reasoning for a particular solution or belief (Stepanek &
Jarrett, 1997), encourage student reflection, or offer students topics to discuss with
classmates (Wiliam, 2007a). The power of this dialogue was enunciated by Voogt and
Kasurien (2005): “Formative assessment may consist of hard data, but more often and
more importantly of ‘tacit knowledge’, i.e. knowledge that both the teacher and student
obtain through discussion, reflection and experience” (p. 8). In the context of fostering
self-regulation, feedback will generally serve one or more of the following purposes: to
confirm understandings or beliefs; to fill incomplete understandings of information or
gaps in knowledge; to replace misconceptions with correct information; to sharpen or
clarify information that is mostly correct; or, if a student has deeply rooted
misconceptions, to break down and rebuild all previously held knowledge of a particular
area or field (Butler & Winne, 1995)
Characteristics of quality external feedback. From a self-regulatory view,
effective feedback is a “critical feature in determining the quality of learning activity and,
therefore, a central feature of pedagogy” (Black & Wiliam, 2009, p. 2). And quality
external feedback, as noted above, participates in the feedback cycle that fuels student
self-monitoring. When considering the characteristics that maximize the effectiveness of
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external feedback, one must address the feedback’s content, delivery, and the aspects of
student performance at which it is directed.
Feedback can be delivered via remote methods, such as by computer programs
(Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) or text (Porter-O’Donnell, 2004), and still contribute to
student self-regulation. Cognitive validity feedback is received via the connection a
learner makes between a task-prompt characteristic and an implication for successful task
completion. For example, if a mathematics-test study guide at the end of each problem
requires that students explain how they obtained their answer, they may conclude that
they will receive a better grade on the test if they recount their thought process (Butler &
Winne, 1995). Scholars have found that this kind of feedback helps the learner
distinguish those pieces of information most important to optimally accomplishing a task.
Research suggests that when external feedback contains a score or a grade,
students tend to devote time and energy to comparing themselves and their work with that
of other students, rather than to developing ways to revise and make improvements to it
(Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Wiliam, 1999). Even a score accompanied by
suggestions for improvement distracts students from addressing how they might improve
their work (Wiliam, 2007a). Therefore, if external feedback is to serve a formative
purpose, it should not include a grade but comments only (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
Effective external feedback cannot simply deliver praise (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996)
or nonspecific judgment or guidance, such as “try again,” that fails to make clear to
students how or why they should improve work or continue along the same successful
path (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Clark, 2012). An example in this vein is outcome
feedback, which describes performance or information only as correct or incorrect.
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Though common, outcome feedback does very little to promote self-regulation (Butler &
Winne, 1995), has been shown to negatively impact achievement (Bangert-Drowns et al.,
1991), and, according to most scholars, should be avoided. To be effective, external
feedback must be directly related to predetermined criteria and provide specific evidence
for evaluation (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), for staying the same successful course
(Black & Wiliam, 2009), and/or for subsequent improvement, tailored to the specific kind
of error a student is making (Butler & Winne, 1995; Clark, 2012; Leahy et al., 2005;
Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
Quality external feedback should always be directed toward work and
performance, never toward imputed characteristics of the students themselves (Gielen et
al., 2010). Feedback pitched at personal characteristics of the students, rather than at their
work, has been shown to impede subsequent performance, even when the feedback is
positive (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Wiliam, 1999) Similarly, effective external feedback
also involves no comparisons with peers (Black & Wiliam, 1998b) and instead is always,
again, criteria-referenced.
It is not necessary that feedback that heightens students’ ability to revise their
products be confined to explicit suggestions for improvement. Functional validity
feedback compares learners’ assessment of success in task completion with their actual
success. A student might convey during a reflective writing exercise she felt she knew the
answers to less than half of the problems on a recent quiz, and she receives functional
validity feedback when the teacher tells her that she actually answered 70% of the
questions correctly (Butler & Winne, 1995).
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Even high-quality, ideally constructed external feedback can lose its effectiveness
if students become overwhelmed by what they perceive to be too much information
dispensed at once (Butler & Winne, 1995). Therefore, teachers should limit feedback in
amount and scope (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Wiliam, 1999). In situations that
require an abundance of wide-ranging feedback, the areas of highest priority should be
addressed first (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
Planning. Once students have monitored their progress and (in many cases)
received commentary on their self-generated feedback, they enter the planning stage,
marked by account-taking of what they do or do not know (or what they do or do not
know how to do) and plan-forming for subsequent work or task engagement (Clark,
2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick 2006). As this plan unfolds, they also generate internal
feedback, which can induce a change in any number of students’ internal phenomena,
including interpretation of the task, motivational beliefs, or domain knowledge, any or all
of which may impact the student’s self-regulation (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). The
most common use of this internal feedback is the development of a plan for subsequent
learning progressions over the same topic (Clark, 2012). And just as teachers’ feedback
should be specific, short-term, and limited in scope to prevent students from feeling
overwhelmed, so should students’ goals and plan have the same qualities (Heritage,
2007). The more that students actively engage in this future-planning process, the more
self-regulated they become (Andrade & Du, 2007).
A vital part of students’ planning process is teacher feedback, which should strive
to help students calibrate the appropriateness of goals and develop ones that allow them
to move forward. Many students, owing to previous experiences, beliefs, and knowledge,
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will have difficulty formulating appropriate goals and the strategies by which to
accomplish them (Clark, 2012); teachers can help students craft more-effective plans for
subsequent improvement by modeling strategies (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). As a
cautionary note, if students see someone modeling a strategy and are unable to relate to
that model, they may misapprehend that the strategy does not apply to them
(Zimmerman, 2001). Therefore, teachers should share with students their own struggles
as well; McGregor (2007) has developed classroom activities that allow teachers to
model these for students.
Self-regulated students are aware of their knowledge base; in other words, they
know what they know (Butler & Winne, 1995). When faced with external feedback that
contradicts previously held knowledge or beliefs, ideally, students generate feedback that
guides them toward action to internalize and apply the new assessment. However,
research shows that this is not common (Butler & Winne, 1995). Given this, feedback
should focus more on learning goals. This plan can also be affected by the learners’ view,
after monitoring, of the amount of effort that subsequent plans may entail (Butler &
Winne, 1995, p. 259).
Reflection. Students may reflect on their progress over an extended period of time
or with a particular topic or set of criteria (Andrade & Du, 2007, p. 160). Reflection
frequently comes after either monitoring or planning (Clark, 2012). Reflection also
occurs after students have compared their actual progress with their anticipated progress;
if what was earmarked as adequate progress has not been achieved, better-self-regulating
students either revise the original goal, the plan to achieve the goal, or the set of previous
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knowledge and beliefs that informed the original development of the goal (Butler &
Winne, 1995).
In sum, reflection demands that students review their history of strategies that did
and did not result in task-completion success. By this, students are able to build and
record a larger set of strategies from which to draw when they next have a related task to
undertake (Black & Wiliam, 2009). Thus equipped with this menu, students can better
adapt to, or formulate new strategies appropriate for, new learning situations as they
present themselves (Butler & Winne, 1995).
Reflection—and thus self-monitoring—may be aided by active record-keeping of
thought processes. Thus, one way for teachers to facilitate reflection is to encourage and
model various record-keeping strategies (Clark, 2012) whereby students can document
and track and their progress and reflection over time (Zimmerman, 2001). Journals, in
which students regularly mark and reflect on their progress, have been shown to increase
autonomy and self-regulated learning (Clark, 2012).
Goals 6, 7, and 8: Establishing a learning environment. Stated plainly, Clark’s
(2012) final three goals unite under the single banner of creating a classroom
environment that nurtures self-regulation. The goals as Clark articulated them involve
“[c]reat[ing] a non-comparative, productive environment free of risks to self-esteem
founded upon cooperation and dialogue,” “support[ing] students as they take more
responsibility for their learning,” and “provid[ing] opportunities for frequent participation
in the process of learning, with the teacher as their advisor and with their peers in a
climate of equality and mutuality” (p. 223). Classrooms that foster this kind of
environment feature students who, rather than immediately run to the teacher for
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assistance, more readily search their own repertoire of strategies or seek out, strategically,
peer assistance (Perry et al., 2010) when they are faced with a new, challenging situation.
In short, these goals foster an environment where all participants are valued and the
improvement of students’ sense of self-efficacy is paramount (Butler & Winne, 1995, p.
256).
Benefits of self-efficacy. Clark’s (2012) emphasis on self-efficacy emerges from
the well-established body of literature that connects self-efficacy, self-regulatory
behaviors, and achievement (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Students’ self-efficacy
directly influences the kind of goals they set, their motivation to complete goals, their
decisions about what to do when obstacles are encountered (Butler & Winne, 1995), and
their level of productivity; it also increases the likelihood that they will work to apply
corrective external feedback (Clark, 2012). Those with heightened self-efficacy are more
likely to be optimistic in their predictions about task completion, to set high expectations
for themselves, to embody greater levels of perseverance (Ross, 2006), and to view
mistakes as a non-threatening part of the learning process (Perry et al., 2010).
Effects of existing characteristics. When students first enter the classroom
environment, they bring with them preexisting levels of self-efficacy that have been
shaped by multiple factors, both academic—such as comfort with and knowledge of a
particular subject or content area—and personal—such as attitudes toward their teachers,
school, and education, perseverance, and responsibility (Heritage, 2007). As Stiggins
noted (2009), students frequently use their assessment experiences and the perceived
results to inform their view of themselves as students, which can in turn affect selfefficacy. Students’ views can impede their ability to compare their actual level of
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performance with criteria; those more prone to focusing on their failures automatically
assess themselves at a lower rate (Kirschenbaum & Karoly, 1977), while, at the opposite
end of the spectrum, overconfidence can also lead to poor self-regulation (Butler &
Winne, 1995). According to Black and Wiliam (1998a), learners’ views of their own
abilities can act as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Ideally, therefore, students will learn to
“approach difficult tasks as challenges to be mastered, rather than as threats to be
avoided” (Stiggins, 2009, p. 420).
Developing collaborative characteristics. When teachers use collaborative
activities and student-centered discussions that provide opportunities for quick feedback
and students’ active engagement, self-efficacy is elevated, because students see the
importance of their participation in their own learning and their voice in the construction
of knowledge (Clark, 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). One specific method of
building a collaborative environment may be borrowed from a study of Japanese group
discussions. These are structured to value all students’ opinions with wording that is
specifically used to nurture the idea of a “collective student” (Black & Wiliam, 2009, 24);
the implication is that individual contributions are reflective and determinative of the
entire class’s learning. Previous literature also suggests that, when people engage in
cooperation, portions of the brain associated with reward processing are stimulated,
which further promotes the notion that a collaborative learning environment contributes
to motivation and self-efficacy (Rilling et al., 2002).
In a collaborative classroom, there exists a balance between students’ voices and
the teacher’s voice, which provides necessary direction and structure (Black & Wiliam,
2009). In order to set up a safe environment in which students feel comfortable taking
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academic risks, the teacher must establish norms. As part of that process, students must
be explicitly taught and modeled how to express their thinking, to listen to each other, to
disagree in a respectful manner, and to provide constructive feedback (Heritage, 2007).
Many students must be trained in the areas of productive collaborative group work, which
they practice as they plan a group-oriented task and negotiate through any disagreements
(Clark, 2012).
The effort expended to teach students how to engage productively in dialogue is
rewarded, given both the aforementioned benefits to students’ self-efficacy and the higher
achievement that students often show (Butler & Winne, 1995). Because the teachers
enjoy an enhanced understanding of students’ thinking and knowledge (Clark, 2012),
they are able to more effectively adjust instruction when appropriate (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
Creating shared responsibility. When a classroom environment is collaborative
and students share the responsibility for learning, an implicit sense of trust develops
between the teacher and students (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). Increases in SRL have
been seen in classrooms where teachers value students’ input into decisions such as the
format of learning activities, the level of difficulty of activities, and the method they use
to demonstrate understanding (Perry et al., 2010). Students experience ownership of
learning experiences and feel as if, regardless of skill level, they can contribute and be
valuable sources of learning for one another (Heritage, 2007). As a result, they develop a
greater sense of commitment to classroom learning activities (Stiggins & Chappuis,
2005), a commitment that manifests itself in heightened levels of engagement and
perseverance and that, in turn, boosts capacity for self-regulation (Clark, 2012).
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Mastery goals. Self-efficacy and subsequent learning gains blossom in classrooms
that focus on aforementioned mastery goals, rather than on performance goals (Butler &
Winne, 1995; (Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Perry et al., 2010), because they engage in
learning and not mere evaluation (Black & Wiliam, 1998a). Aspects of the environment
and task, and unique personal factors influence students' decision to approach particular
goals from a mastery or ego/performance view (Zimmerman, 2001), but this decision can
be shaped. An ideal environment allows students to revise and resubmit work (Guskey,
2003; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick 2006; Ross, 2006; Stiggins, 2002); if resubmission after
grading is not a possibility, students should be given multiple opportunities to receive
feedback during a formative cycle, before final work completion or submission (Andrade
& Du, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick 2006). Policies for revision and resubmission,
Clark (2012) argued, will induce students to buy into the notions that learning happens
incrementally over time and that they often will not demonstrate mastery the first time a
task is tackled. Without opportunities to resubmit work, it is likely that students will not
see the value in improving it (Zimmerman, 2001). It serves an assessment purpose for
teachers as well, according to Boud (2000):
The only way to tell if learning results from feedback is for students to make
some kind of response to complete the feedback loop. This is one of the mostoften-forgotten aspects of formative assessment. Unless students are able to use
the feedback to produce improved work, through for example redoing the same
assignment, neither they nor those giving the feedback will know that it has been
effective. (p. 158)
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This focus on mastery over performance and on self-efficacy should also be seen in
feedback that is not made public, values mistakes, and offers specific ways to improve
(Black & Wiliam, 1998a).
Effort and persistence. Students’ levels of effort, persistence, motivation, and
ambition derive primarily from their predispositions and past experiences. In order for
students to develop the belief that success is possible, they must have opportunities to
experience real success with a task considered challenging; this can develop into greater
confidence over time (Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). For those students who have yet to
master the challenges appointed for them, the occasion to witness models of overcoming
adversity can be a step toward their future mastery (Zimmerman, 2001).
Self-regulating students are able to effectively weigh the potential costs of
working toward goals against the gains that would accrue from realizing the goals. In
other words, they pair their expectations of the amount of effort successful taskcompletion requires and their actual progress with the task (Butler & Winne, 1995) and
gauge their perseverance accordingly. If a task is particularly adverse, students may
choose to avoid similar tasks in the future, even if there was eventually success, because,
for them, the success was exceeded by the expected effort (Butler & Winne, 1995).
Students can actively work to increase their motivation through strategies such as selfconsequences and self-verbalization (Clark, 2012).
The literature identifies a phenomenon called a “just right” gap (Heritage, 2007,
p. 145), which refers to the size of the gap between a goal and students’ level of
performance. If students perceive the gap as too great, they likely will feel that attempting
to close it is hopeless (Zimmerman, 2001); if they perceive it as too small, they might
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find no purpose in attempting to close it (Heritage, 2007). Self-efficacy normally
determines whether the student will attempt to overcome the obstacle (Butler & Winne,
1995), but even confident students will sometimes, upon evaluating their performance,
suffer a blow to their self-efficacy (Zimmerman, 2001). To address these problems,
teachers must explicitly convey the value of every task (Heritage, 2007) and teach
students volitional strategies, “metacognitive knowledge to interpret strategy failure and
knowledge of how to buckle down to work” (Clark, 2012, p. 214), which are positively
correlated with persistence (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
Self-Assessment
Tied to students’ ability to self-regulate is their ability to engage in selfassessment, when they “make judgments about their own achievement and learning
processes, and decisions about action they need to take to make further progress in
learning. In order to do this, they need to have a clear grasp of the goals of the learning
and of the criteria to be applied in judging how well the goals have been attained”
(Deakin-Crick, Sebba, Harlen, Yu, & Lawson, 2005, p. 3). Self-assessment occurs as
students evaluate their own perceived current level of performance against preestablished criteria for success (Andrade & Du, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006;
White & Fredrickson, 1998). Black and Wiliam (1998b) enumerated the three stages of
this process: “recognition of the desired goal, evidence about present position, and some
understanding of a way to close the gap between the two” (p. 85). The use of selfassessment, described by Clark (2012), to train students in this process and make them
more active participants in their own learning has been increasingly adopted (Sung et al.,
2005).
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Self-assessment has been demonstrably beneficial to students of various ages and
across subject content. Indeed, benefits have been seen with students in elementary,
middle, (Ross et al., 2002), and high school (Noonan & Duncan, 2005), and higher
education (Falchikov & Boud, 1989), across all major core content areas (Falchikov &
Boud, 1989; Noonan & Duncan, 2005), social and physical sciences (Falchikov & Boud,
1989) and in developing students’ positive group interactions (Ross et al., 2002).
Self-assessment, self-regulation, and achievement. Self-assessment has been
called a “prequel to self-directed learning activities that will improve overall performance
and thereby maintain competence” (Eva & Regehr, 2011, p. 312), because of its link to
increases in self-regulation (Andrade & Du, 2007; Eva & Regehr, 2011; Heritage, 2007;
Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). As noted previously, students who take ownership of
their learning by setting goals and criteria for success and monitor their own progress
toward reaching them—in other words, those who self-assess—are generally higherachieving than those who do not (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009; Black & Wiliam, 1998a;
Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
Self-assessment has been shown to promote academic achievement in many
contexts within elementary, middle, and high school (Black & Wiliam, 1998a) and in
higher education (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) and across content areas, including
mathematics pre-to post-tests, reading rates, physics, algebra (Black & Wiliam, 1998a),
writing of historical fiction essays (Andrade & Boulay, 2003), college final exams (Nicol
& Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), and standardized test scores (Noonan & Duncan, 2005). It
follows, then, that students’ ability to make accurate judgments about their own work is
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an indispensable part of their becoming “lifelong learners” (Falchikov & Boud, 1989, p.
395) and “accomplished and effective professional[s]” (Thomas et al., 2011, p. 2).
Student attitude. The correlation between self-assessment and achievement
likely proceeds from the association between self-assessment and other qualities that
underlie achievement. Students who are encouraged to participate in self-assessment tend
to have more positive attitudes toward assessment (Black & Wiliam, 1998a) and display
greater levels of engagement and buy-in to assessments, largely because they feel more
included in the assessment process (Ross, 2006). They also exhibit greater motivation
(Andrade & Du, 2007; Noonan & Duncan, 2005) and persistence (Black & Wiliam,
1998a; Noonan & Duncan, 2005) and superior critical thinking skills, (Andrade & Du,
2007).
Foundation in formative learning theory. Black and Wiliam (1998b), asserted
that “self-assessment by pupils, far from being a luxury, is in fact an essential component
of formative assessment” (p. 85). Several aspects of self-assessment explain why it is
widely viewed as a formative learning experience and, in turn, a source of student selfefficacy (Noonan & Duncan, 2005).
As with other formative-assessment practices, in order to maintain the integrity of
the self-assessment process, students should not be responsible for assigning themselves a
grade (Boud & Falchikov, 1989). Without grades, students are encouraged to treat
assessment as an opportunity for improvement and as a learning experience (Ross, 2006)
and become, over time, more willing and able to find and address their own mistakes
(Noonan & Duncan, 2005) and to record and track their growth (Stiggins & Chappuis,
2005). When coupled with teachers’ goals that promote student involvement in their
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development, certain qualities of self-assessment—specificity, attainability, a focus on
short-term actions with long-term implications, documentation, and a focus on a
growth—make students more likely to expect success during future assessments (Ross,
2006).
Role of external feedback. Typically, the audience for student-self-assessment
feedback comprises both the students themselves and their teachers (Sadler, 1989). This
is because student self-assessment often involves negotiation between internal feedback
and teacher- or peer-provided external feedback (Narciss, 2008; Nicol & MacfarlaneDick, 2006; Stiggins & Chappuis, 2005). As stated above, the latter form of feedback is
part of the project to build students’ ability to effectively self-assess and often takes the
form of comments or questions crafted for students to guide their thinking as they selfmonitor (Clark, 2012).
It has been argued that students, with varying degrees of success, already make
self-assessments unprompted by teachers (Sadler, 1989). Therefore, teachers should
maximize the effectiveness of these assessments by providing structured opportunities for
students to self-monitor, assess the degree to which they have met their goal, and reflect
on their progress (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). External feedback does not have to
be verbal or even emerge directly from a teacher or peer for it to interact with students’
internal feedback. For example, students may be required, as they engage in selfassessment, to use colored pencils or highlighters to underline in a rubric a characteristic
of successful task completion, then use the same color to flag examples of the applicable
characteristic in their own work. They may then make written notes of the rubric
characteristics that are missing from their work (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009).
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Effective enhancement of self-assessment has been linked to increased levels of
achievement. For example, in Sadler and Good’s study (2006), students self-assessed a
science test, according to pre-established criteria, received written feedback from the
teacher regarding the accuracy of their assessment, and were, subsequently readministered the test, with no advance notice. Students who self-assessed improved
dramatically on the retest, significantly more so than students who had engaged in peer
assessment of the same test or no assessment at all. It was speculated, based on these
results, that self-assessment greatly enhances student learning.
Self-assessment tools. When employed for self-assessment, writing activities can
be valuable sources of information for both teachers and students. When students are
directed to describe or reflect on a task, they frequently must process their thinking more
than if they were simply performing a procedure. And when teachers supervise this
processing, they can gain a much deeper understanding of students’ thinking. As one
example, students may analyze their answers on a math test and provide a written
justification for why their answers are correct or require modification (Andrade &
Valtcheva, 2009; Stepanek & Jarrett, 1997); as another, students may use a journal to
reflect on their understanding of a topic featured in a lesson or record their thinking while
solving a mathematical task (Suurtamm et al., 2010). Students may also pinpoint, before
receiving any outside feedback, what they believe to be their strengths and possible
opportunities for improvement and explicitly ask a reviewer for specific kinds of outside
feedback (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). In other classrooms, students may choose
from a list of possible activities that are differentiated according to students’ own selfselected level of understanding; students who feel they do not understand choose the red
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activity, while students who feel they do understand the activity choose the green, etc.)
(Suurtamm et al., 2010).
A common tool for guiding students through self-assessment is the rubric. But, as
noted, even if students are evaluating their work against a rubric, the format of the rubric
may affect the purpose and result of the self-assessment. As in the example cited
previously, students may review their answers on a math test and submit a written
explanation for why their answers are correct or entail revision (Andrade & Valtcheva,
2009; Stepanek & Jarrett, 1997) before the work is actually turned in (Clark, 2012). This
relationship between self-assessment purpose and rubric format may be most especially
apparent when students must resort to a more generic rubric, like that issued during statemandated standardized testing. An example of this kind of generic rubric can be found
when Kentucky students take the Kentucky Performance Rating for Educational Progress
(K-Prep) assessment. At the start of the test, students are given a generic rubric by which
to assess their work, and students may believe, due to ambiguous wording (Ross, 2006),
that they have met the second criterion—“You demonstrate in-depth understanding of the
relevant concepts and/or processes” (Kentucky Department of Education [KDE],
2014c)— even when their answer does not in fact meet this criterion. In a contrasting
case, a student may believe that she has labeled the axis of a graph correctly, until she
sees the axis labeled on a rubric much more specifically developed to ascertain successful
performance of one particular mathematical task. Here, the student profits from the
specificity of the rubric and understands how her performance aligns with the demands of
the task.
Peer Assessment
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As educators have increasingly recognized the value of social interaction in
learning, peer feedback and assessment have become more prevalent (Sung et al., 2005).
Opinions vary as to whether peer assessment is a standalone strategy or one that is meant
specifically to complement self-assessment (Noonan & Duncan, 2005), but it is
commonly agreed that peers can be an assessment resource when they “provide either
feedback or grades (or both) to their peers on a product, process, or performance, based
on the criteria of excellence for that product or event” (Thomas et al., 2011, p. 3). Peers
can also contribute to developing assessment criteria and reflection, and help other
students convey, verbally and in writing, what they have learned (Sung et al., 2005). Peer
assessment is thought to be most effective when integrated early in a learning process
(Noonan & Duncan, 2005) and, as with other forms of formative assessment, when
students are permitted to use the assessment feedback to make revisions to their work
(Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Research shows that peer assessment, like selfassessment, has a positive impact on achievement, across a variety of contexts and
content areas (Clark, 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
Peer assessment and self- and other-engagement. The literature has
documented several formative gains that students make through peer assessment.
Among these is that students, sometimes blind to opportunities for improvement in their
own work, often more easily identify such instances in the work of others (Leahy et al.,
2005, p. 8). By evaluating their peers’ work, then, students acquire skills in objectively
applying criteria, which they can later use when reviewing their own work (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Moreover, the feedback providers are able to practice and
therefore sharpen their evaluation skills without the negative emotions that can
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sometimes come while analyzing one’s own product (Wiliam, 2007a). It has also been
noted that when students receive evaluative feedback from a peer rather than from an
instructor “expert,” they are more likely to critically analyze and engage in discourse
about the feedback (Gielen et al., 2010). Finally, some students more readily accept
critiques from fellow students than from instructors (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
A second gain is that, once students become accustomed to peer feedback, they
acquire a greater appreciation for it (Wagner et al., 2011) and request more (Onion &
Javaheri, 2011). This appreciation, in turn, feeds student buy-in, a greater focus on
mastery goals rather than performance (Noonan & Duncan, 2005), and enhanced levels
of perseverance (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) and self-regulation (Sung et al.,
2005)—all of which, as previously established, promote student learning. This may be
complemented by a teacher’s willingness to share the assessment process with students,
which has been shown to activate and increase students’ enthusiasm, buy-in (Noonan &
Duncan, 2005), motivation (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), and sense of self-efficacy
(Ross, 2006).
Learning processes. Peer assessment likewise plays a significant role in the
training of students’ reasoning processes and intellectual expansion. Nicol and
Macfarlane-Dick (2006) observed that students construct new learning when they
negotiate their previous knowledge and beliefs with contradictory ones of their peers (p.
9). The signal characteristic of peer feedback, the absence of an “expert,” frequently
leads to elevated discourse that would not occur with teacher feedback alone (Gielen et
al., 2010). The importance of this process is highlighted by the development of Common
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Core State Standard for Mathematical Practice 3, to “[c]onstruct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others” (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010).
Self- and Peer Assessment in the Classroom
Controversy among teachers and students. Considering the various, welldocumented benefits of self- and peer assessment, it should follow that teachers happily
introduce these strategies in their classrooms. However, studies have shown mixed
feelings among teachers and students alike about its use. Many teachers, for example, are
hesitant, because of contradictory evidence that raises doubts about students’ ability to
accurately self-assess (Eva & Regehr, 2011), and interviews have revealed especially
large doubts that lower-achieving students can assess higher-achieving students (Bryant
& Carless, 2010). This mistrust of student evaluation is not limited to teachers; some
students themselves fear dishonest grading (Ross, 2006) and have also indicated mistrust
in their peers to take the assessment process seriously (Bryant & Carless, 2010).
MacDonald’s 2011 analysis of open questionnaires from 52 nursing students who had
engaged in self- and peer-assessment activities during their recent modules uncovered
mixed feelings among students toward peer-assessment practices. On the positive side,
students indicated beliefs that their peers could be sources of learning, that peer
assessment offered motivation to perform well, and that students could fairly and
truthfully assess themselves and others. However, they also worried about the presence of
bias in the process, a lack of confidentiality, and high levels of pressure due to feelings of
responsibility that could be caused by peer assessment.
Most researchers equate self-assessment accuracy with teacher assessment
agreement (Falchikov & Boud, 1989). Given the fact that there is sometimes
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disagreement in scoring even among experienced teachers, this correlation may be
problematic, but it is the one most consistently used (Falchikov & Boud, 1989). It has
been argued that, because of the gains associated with self-assessment, energy devoted to
examining the inconsistencies between students’ and teachers’ grades would be better
spent building students’ capacity in formative assessment (Boud & Falchikov, 1989).
However, it is worth investigating ways to improve student accuracy in order to address
the aforementioned fears among teachers and students and to enable them to reap the
benefits of more-regular use of peer and self-assessment.
In order to improve the perceived accuracy of self- and peer-assessment strategies
and, thus, the likelihood that they will be adopted, it is necessary to examine the research
that concerns teachers and students to pinpoint trends therein. Boud and Falchikov (1989)
conducted a review of 48 quantitative studies that examined the discrepancy between
teachers’ and students’ assessments. Although they perceived some trends, such as moreaccurate self-assessment by students who had been in school longer or who were higherachieving, overall, they found it difficult to draw many conclusions. They attributed this
to the lack of clear assessment scales or consistent sets of criteria used by both teacher
and students within the same study or across studies and to the inclusion of subjective
criteria, such as effort; similarly, they questioned whether teachers’ assessments should
have been the benchmark by which accuracy is judged, especially as students’ levels of
thinking increased. The researchers argued that many of the studies did not truly
represent self-assessment, because students were not involved in the process of
developing the criteria but merely applied criteria that were given to them; therefore, the
authors contended, students were only self-marking, not self-evaluating. Neither did the
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studies indicate whether repeated practice of self-assessment honed students’ assessment
skills over time or whether there were gender-based differences in said skills. And the
trends that the authors were able to abstract, in the more limited category of self-marking,
might be considered suspect by some. Still, two observations are worth noting: first,
higher-performing students and students in more-advanced classes were more realistic
about, or even underestimated, themselves in their assessments; and second, students as a
whole overestimated their grades.
Falchikov and Boud (1989) conducted a follow-up meta-analysis of 57 studies
and, in many ways, confirmed the few possible findings of their previous analysis. For
example, they also found that when effort level is included as an assessment standard, the
gap between teachers’ and students’ respective assessments widens; that students in
higher-level classes tended to have assessments that were more consistent with their
teachers’; and that less-subjective subjects, such as mathematics, tended to yield more
consistent assessments. And as with the previous study, their authors expressed concerns
about unclear assessment methods and criteria. They did observe, however, that when
assessing within non-social sciences and when criteria was shared more explicitly with
students, student self-assessment was more consistent with the teachers.
Subsequent studies have supported some of Falchikov and Boud’s conclusions
and cited additional ones. Andrade and Du (2007) backed the earlier observation that
when assessments asked students to predict their grades, students tended toward inflation.
Wagner et al. (2011) found no difference between pharmaceutical students’ self- and
teacher assessments of course grades, they speculated, due to clearly conveyed
assessment criteria. Ross (2006) found that students, and especially younger students,
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often failed to understand what quality work looks like or how to apply predetermined
standards to their work. Fox and Dinur (1988) saw greater agreement between selfassessment and teacher assessment when students were made aware that their
assessments would specifically be compared with teacher or peer assessments. Narciss
(2008) revealed that for higher-level cognitive tasks, students are less accurate in
predicting whether their answers are correct. Pakaslahti and Keltikangas-Järvinen (2000)
uncovered that students are more accurate in their assessments when the criteria are more
objective, such as correct/incorrect.
Topping (1998) analyzed 109 previous peer assessment studies, 31 of which
involved comparing teacher and peer assessments. Of the studies, 72% reported
acceptable levels of reliability, although there was some inconsistency about whether
peer or self-assessments were more reliable; there was also a great deal of variance in
reliability according to assessment type. It was noted that although more studies reported
high reliability of peer assessment, it could be that the less-reliable studies were simply
not reported, casting doubt on any claim that peer assessment is in fact more reliable. The
review, like the analyses of self-assessment, also reported that consistency of study
design and classification of constructs were obstacles to drawing reliable conclusions in
some cases.
Aligning expectations and results. Despite the mixed degrees of reported
agreement between student and teacher assessments, research has shown that certain selfand peer-assessment training sequences and enhanced collaboration among scorers can
produce student scores that are more consistent with teacher assessments. One example is
the aforementioned study of students conducting peer assessment through an online class
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(Kulkarni et al., 2013). In another example, Sadler and Good (2006) compared teacher
grades with self- and peer-assigned marks of 386 tests in four 7th-grade science classes.
Before they began grading, students developed, as a whole group, a rubric that would be
used to assess the tests, and the teacher discussed with each class criteria that had
emerged from other classes’ discussions. During the actual self- and peer-assessment
process, students were encouraged to discuss their assessments as they compared tests
with the rubric and sought feedback from peers. When the researchers examined the
relationship between peer- and self-assessment and teacher-generated grades, they found
correlations of 0.905 and 0.976, respectively.
Lawson et al. (2012) involved 239 undergraduate business students in an
examination of an intervention designed to enhance accuracy of self-assessment of
desirable graduate characteristics, including business knowledge communication,
attitudes and values, and critical thinking. Students first were provided with the criteria
by which they should assess these desirable traits, then were asked to compare their
performance against assessment criteria and assign a mark. Instructors then assessed
students and could see the self-assessment, which provided them a source of feedback to
offer students. Students were then able to view the instructor’s assessment and feedback
in order to compare their own assessment with the instructor’s. In keeping with the
recommendations of previous research, students were given feedback before they were
told the instructor’s score. The initial self-assessment showed a large gap between
students and teacher evaluations, with students overestimating their performance. When
students engaged in a second round of self-assessment, however, there was no significant
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difference between their scores and those of instructors. By the end of the sequence,
students conveyed a better awareness of desirable graduate attributes as well.
Ross, Hogaboam-Gray, and Rolheiser, (1999) analyzed the results of selfassessment training on self-assessment accuracy of 4th-, 5th-, and 6th-grade students’
narrative writing over an 8-week period. First, students engaged in four 30-minute
lessons during which they collaborated with the teachers to develop assessment criteria,
which the teachers used to create a rubric. The teachers subsequently offered illustrations
of various levels of narrative-writing quality to model for students the process of
applying criteria; the students were then allowed time to practice applying the criteria
themselves. Teachers also conferenced with students about the accuracy of their
assessment evaluations and encouraged them to set goals for their future writing. Finally,
throughout the training period, students engaged in twelve 3-5 minute practice sessions
during which they evaluated their own narrative writing. At the end of the training period,
treatment students more accurately evaluated their own work than control students.
Influence of the Literature on the Study Intervention
Feedback: The Center of FA
At the center of Clark’s (2012) framework is feedback, which he called “pivotal”
to FA strategies (p. 207). Within an educational setting, where learning sequences are
based on goals and standards, feedback is “information about how the students’ present
state (of learning and performance) relates to these [specific] goals and standards” (Nicol
& Macfarlane-Dick, 2006, p. 1). Feedback is delivered to both teachers and students;
frequently, teachers receive feedback in the form of student-assessment results (Clark,
2012; Heritage, 2007; Heritage, 2010b), while students receive feedback from their
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teachers in the form of grades or other written or verbal evaluations. Both examples of
feedback can be used to compare students’ knowledge and/or task performance with class
goals and standards (Butler & Winne, 1995; Heritage, 2007); in other words, teachers and
students are collaborators in achieving classroom objectives, and feedback, regardless of
the actor receiving it, is a valuable metric in appraising that collaboration. In addition to
teachers (Black & Wiliam, 2009), peers (Sung et al., 2005), and computers (Clark, 2012),
students themselves can generate feedback, in the form of internal feedback
(Zimmerman, 2001). The defining criterion for feedback, regardless of its giver or
recipient, is that it must be used for improvement; otherwise, it does not qualify as
feedback (Black & Wiliam, 1998a).
Meta-analyses of previous research highlight the potential of feedback to enhance
achievement, as long as the feedback meets certain criteria. A meta-analysis of 40 studies
on the effect of feedback on achievement (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991), mostly shortterm studies at the college level, showed, on average, a positive effect of feedback on
achievement. This positive effect was most manifest, however, when learners were
provided guidance toward arriving at or were directly given the correct answers, as
opposed to simply being told whether an answer is right or wrong. Moreover, feedback
was most effective when it was delivered in a way that required learners to examine
information and apply higher-order thinking skills, such as discriminating relevant
information and using it to reflect, make new connections, and construct new learning.
Another caveat about effective formative assessment was enunciated in Kluger and
DeNisi’s (1996) meta-analysis of 131 studies that examined the impact of feedback
interventions (FI), “actions taken by (an) external agent to provide information regarding
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some aspect(s) of one’s task performance” (p. 255) on achievement. While they found an
overall positive impact of feedback on achievement, over 1/3 of the studies showed a
negative impact, most commonly when the feedback, even when positive, targeted the
student rather than the task.
A review of the FA literature reveals that, although researchers agree that FA is a
tool that helps guide instruction and enhance student learning, there is variety in the exact
way the concept is operationalized, especially in how it incorporates feedback. Some
maintain, as Clark (2012) did in his framework, that feedback is a necessary part of FA,
while others do not. For example, Harlen and James (1997) incorporated Ramaprasad’s
(1983) definition of feedback—“information about the gap between the actual level and
the reference level of a system parameter which is used to alter the gap in some way” (p.
4)—into their own definition of FA—“essentially feed-back both to the teacher and to the
pupil about present understanding and skill development in order to determine the way
forward” (p. 369)—and thereby posited feedback to students as a requirement of FA.
Black and Wiliam (1998b), however, asserted that FA occurs “when the evidence is
actually used to adapt the teaching to meet student needs” (p. 140), which suggests that
any assessment, whether feedback is provided directly to the students, is formative as
long as its results are used to plan future instruction. Finally, Popham (2011) stated of
FA, “This process revolves around the use of assessments to collect evidence, and then
the employment of such evidence by teachers and/or students to decide whether they
need to adjust what they are doing” (p. 36); this implies that FA may include feedback to
students but is not the defining feature. In light of these discrepant formulations, for the
purposes of this study, FA will represent the common thread in all of them: the broad
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concept of an assessment whose results are used to modify future learning experiences.
While this study is grounded in Formative Assessment theory, FA, as demonstrated by
the literature review, involves a vast number of components, and, in order to narrow the
focus, will center around the concept of feedback and its effect on students’ peer
assessment self-assessment, and mathematics achievement.
Feedback. When providing feedback based on the results of collaborative
discourse, teachers should ask themselves whether the feedback is crafted and delivered
in a way that empowers students to take control over their own process of planning their
subsequent goals and plans for meeting these goals (Davis & McGowen, 2007; Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Just as with metacognition, self-efficacy can be damaged by
grades and other performance-oriented forms of judgment, such as comparison between
students (Black and Wiliam, 1998a; Heritage, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006),
and learning can decrease (Black & Wiliam, 2009). The ideal is feedback based on effort
and specific behaviors rather than achievement (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), but, if
grades are adjudged absolutely necessary, they should be given only after students have
received feedback in the form of specific comments (Gibbs & Simpson, 2004).
Even if the content and delivery of feedback are ideal, students’ interpretations of
feedback are shaped and can be distorted by factors such as their comfort level with a
particular topic, previous educational experiences, motivation, or beliefs about
themselves as learners (Clark, 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). A learner’s
background can also affect whether feedback is accepted and applied (Butler & Winne,
1995). During classroom dialogue with students, teachers may uncover goals or beliefs
that inhibit the positive student achievement that is a demonstrable result of well-applied
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feedback (Butler & Winne, 1995); an example of this is a student who believes it is more
important to entertain her friends than it to learn. By extension, therefore, dialogue
surrounding external feedback between students and external-feedback sources must be
encouraged (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). To avoid miscommunication, it is
recommended that, beyond providing opportunities to discuss feedback, teachers employ
stimuli to engage students in dialogue about the feedback. Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick
(2006) articulated specific dialogical feedback strategies:
(a) providing feedback using one-minute papers in class; (b) reviewing feedback
in tutorials wherein students are asked to read the comments they have been given
on an assignment and to discuss these comments with peers (they might also be
asked to suggest strategies to improve performance next time); (c) having students
identify one or two examples of feedback comments that they found useful and
explain why; (d) having students give each other descriptive feedback on their
work in relation to criteria set before submission; and (e) group projects,
especially those in which students discuss criteria and standards before the project
begins. (p. 11)
Finally, engaging students in dialogue helps teachers detect when students misunderstand
feedback and/or struggle to effectively absorb feedback into their plan for improved
future performance (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). SRL is also enhanced when peers
and students themselves are sources of feedback as they engage in peer and selfassessment (Perry et al., 2010).
As stated previously and reflected throughout, Clark (2012) provided a thorough
theoretical background for the development of several components of the proposed
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intervention. Students’ ability to accurately complete an algebra-based constructed
response problem and their ability to accurately apply assessment criteria to the work of a
peer and to their own work was assessed in a whole-group discussion format. Here,
students’ statements and answers to teachers’ questions, which were crafted to elicit their
thinking, generated data about their understandings and misconceptions that the teacher
used to develop subsequent instructional sequences. The format of the lesson, an
interactive whole-group discussion that valued the contributions and participation of all
students, reflected the importance of practices that promote collaboration, discourse, and
a respectful climate, all of which contribute to students’ self-efficacy and subsequent
achievement. Just as feedback is at the center of Clark’s TFA, it was the crux of this
intervention, because students used feedback provided by the teacher and their peers
during the discussion as a tool to calibrate how accurately they applied assessment
criteria to their own work and to that of a peer. The opportunity provided at the end of the
sequence to make any adjustments they might deem necessary to their original
assessments, based on feedback, promoted the mastery-goal focus that is recommended
for formative experiences. And the relative ease of making adjustments to their
assessment, through a short rubric, increased the likelihood that they will not conclude
that the effort required to make adjustments outweighed the value of improving their
previous work.
Intervention Components 2 and 3: Self- and Peer Assessment
Clark’s (2012) TFA foregrounds the importance of student assessment in
learning. The particular approach embraced by Clark makes students full partners in
assessment and designs and encourages behaviors and activities toward that end.
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Outlining some of these, Heritage (2007) and Phielix, Prins, Kirschner, Erkens, and
Jaspers (2010) envisioned a classroom culture wherein self- and peer-assessment support
were paramount.
Despite research that touts the benefits of self- and peer assessment in advancing
achievement, in the minds of many teachers and students, these benefits are
overshadowed by doubts about assessment accuracy. In order to promote the use of these
strategies, this study sought to investigate practices that will close the gap between
students’ and teachers’ assessments and thereby alleviate some of these doubts. The
intervention is supported by Clark’s (2012) TFA (see Figure 2.2 below); the components
of the intervention will derive from Clark’s foundational principles and the effective selfand peer-assessment strategies he proposed. The final section of this chapter will outline
and recapitulate research that links the components of the intervention and the theorized
effects on the outcome variables.

Clark Theory
of Formative
Assessment
Peer
Assessment

Student Ability
to Self-Assess
Intervention

Student Ability
to Peer-Assess

SelfAssessment

Figure 2.2. Clark’s TFA and the proposed intervention. The application of the
TFA, it is hypothesized, will yield reciprocal benefits for students’ capacities to self- and
peer-assess.
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Explaining the discrepancy. While some teachers and even some students
believe that students are dishonest—for example, teachers have raised concerns that
“‘mark sharks’ will intentionally inflate their achievement, lying about their effort or
misapplying the criteria,” and students have speculated that “People could just take
advantage of it and just mark all perfect when it’s really not their best” (Ross, 2006, p.
8)—most students, even when their assessment is incorrect, are assessing honestly.
Inaccurate assessments generally stem from student misunderstanding of criteria and how
to apply it, not from intentional dishonesty (Black & Wiliam, 1998b). This notion is
supported by the closer consistency between students’ self-assessments and the
assessments of their peers rather than between self- and teacher assessments (Ross,
2006), which, it can be argued, indicates that students share a likemindedness about what
has been asked of them and how to execute it.
Teaching “evaluative skills.” By sharpening their self-assessment skills, students
are simultaneously growing their capacity for self-regulation. This stems from the
coincidence between the actions involved, namely, comparing their own work with preestablished standards, predicting the degree to which they met predetermined criteria for
success, and determining their level of satisfaction with how their work met the criteria
(Ross, 2006). It has been noted in previous research that in order to accurately assess
their performance against a predetermined set of standards, students “must already
possess some of the evaluative skills as their teacher” (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006,
p. 3). Because not all students will arrive in class equipped with these skills, they must be
explicitly taught how to carry out the process of effectively evaluating work (Andrade &
Valtcheva, 2009).
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Developing and communicating goals. As one student in a self-assessment
reactions study was quoted, “You can self-assess all you want, but if you don’t know
exactly what the teacher’s looking for, then how do you know?” (Andrade & Du, 2007, p.
171). The research is clear that students must begin the assessment process with an
understanding of the learning goals and criteria; these must be clearly conveyed to them
or developed with the students’ cooperation (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ross, 2006; Thomas
et al., 2011; Wiliam, 2007a). Once students have a clear understanding of the criteria, the
teacher must model for them how to apply the criteria (Ross, 2006; Ross et al., 2002) and
give them opportunities to apply it themselves (Ross, 2006). In order to examine the
effectiveness of these strategies, I introduced them into the design of my study
intervention. Students began each instructional session by completing a mathematics
constructed response question, using as a guide rubric criteria that were provided in
advance. Students then used the assessment criteria to assess their own work and a
sample response to the same task, simulated to appear as that of a peer, Student X.
Finally, I modeled for students how to apply the criteria to the same model student
response and also requested student input during the process.
Peer and teacher feedback. The peer- and teacher-feedback component of the
intervention emerged from Clark’s TFA and other previously cited literature attesting to
the value of peer-assessment feedback (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009; Clark, 2012; Davis
& McGowen, 2007; Leahy et al., 2005; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross et al.,
2002; Sadler, 1989; Stiggins, 2009; Wiliam, 2007a). After I modeled assessment-criteria
application and students were allowed to practice it themselves, they received ample
feedback from peers and from me to help them gauge the quality of their assessments.
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While implementing the intervention, I led 10 sessions of a self-assessment and peerassessment program. At the beginning of each session, students independently completed
a mathematical task. They then applied the assessment criteria to their own work and to
that of an anonymous student, Student X. Upon completion, the class as a whole applied
the criteria to Student X’s work through discussion structured by peer-assessment
feedback and teacher feedback. Students used this feedback to ascertain the relative
accuracy of their own assessments.
Opportunities for revision. After the class performed this process, students
reexamined their own individual self-assessments and assessments of Student X and
made adjustments, if they believed any were necessary. The kind of feedback entailed for
meaningful revision is evidence-based, specific, non-evaluative, directly related to the
criteria, and developed over the course of class discussion, as led by the teacher (Butler &
Winne, 1995; Clark, 2012; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). This opportunity for
modifying work in order to improve it demonstrates to students the reason behind and the
value of analyzing their work in the first place (Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Ross, 2006).
Growth over time and assessment reciprocity. As Figure 2.2 above illustrates,
components based on self-assessment, peer assessment, and Clark’s TFA theory form the
proposed intervention. The intervention was premised on the conjecture that it will
positively affect students’ ability to self- and peer-assess; this conjecture derives from
previous research that demonstrates that students’ self-regulatory strategies are enhanced
when students learn about and practice effective self-assessment skills (Boud &
Falchikov, 1989). The goal was to assess if, as students became more accurate in their
ability to self-assess (Black & Wiliam, 1998a), they would also become more self-
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directed and autonomous in their learning (Boud & Falchikov, 1989) and progress from
assessment criteria that are highly structured for them ahead of time to less-defined
criteria and even to develop their own criteria (Thomas et al., 2011). The process of peer
assessing has been shown to, over time, cultivate students’ ability to compare work
against criteria and then transfer this skill into improved self-monitoring and revision of
their own work (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006); this study also sought evidence, found
in the previous literature, that heightened self-assessment abilities allow students to better
critique the work of others as well. This theorized reciprocal effect of self- and peer
assessment on one another is displayed in the study framework.
Study Contributions to the Literature
The existing literature demonstrates a positive correlation between FA strategies,
especially peer-assessment and self-assessment training, and student achievement.
Unfortunately, the literature also exposes teachers’ and students’ doubts about the
efficacy and integrity of student assessments. While these concerns are largely
unfounded, they have been able to fester because most studies on FA are dated and used
unclear constructs and questionable study design. In addition, most of the studies have
focused on higher education students at the expense of their middle school counterparts.
The next chapter of this study will describe an intervention that addresses these gaps.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions
Recent data on mathematics achievement in the US (USED, 2013) indicate that
many U.S. students are not performing at a level that will prepare them to successfully
meet the demands of an increasingly global economy (NCTM, 2013a). Consequently,
national leaders and organizations have advocated for changes in the U.S. education
system; a well-publicized change was the development of the CCSS for K-12 English
language arts and mathematics (NGACBP & CCSSO, 2010) that are designed to deliver
curricula more commensurate with those of more-highly-achieving countries (Porter et
al., 2011). Despite the prominence of these advances, the most significant opportunities
for increased levels of learning occur in the day-to-day proceedings in mathematics
classrooms (Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Noonan & Duncan, 2005). As established in the
previous chapter, the potential benefits of formative assessment for all students,
especially those who struggle (Black & Wiliam, 1998b), are well-documented (Andrade
& Valtcheva, 2009; Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Davis & McGowen, 2007; Heritage &
Heritage, 2013; Leahy et al., 2005; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross et al., 2002;
Suurtamm et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2011; Wiliam, 2007b). Also prevalent in the
research is the notion that embedding student self-assessment and peer assessment within
a formative assessment plan yields positive outcomes for students (Heritage, 2007;
Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Wiliam, 2007a).
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Despite the manifold advantages of self-assessment and peer assessment, teachers
sometimes hesitate to implement these strategies, fearing that, generally, students cannot
accurately appraise their own work (Noonan & Duncan, 2005). However, strategies that
allow students to more closely align their assessments with those of their teachers
(Kulkarni et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2002; Sadler & Good, 2006) do
indeed exist. To this end, this study tested an intervention that combined certain of these
strategies into an instructional sequence. The study sought to determine whether the
intervention affected students’ ability to accurately self-assess and peer-assess a
mathematics task. In order to supplement the previous research that shows an effect of
self- and peer assessment on academic achievement (Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009; Black
& Wiliam, 1998a; Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006), this
study also investigated whether the intervention produced a difference in middle school
students’ ability to successfully complete a mathematical task.
Population and Sample
Population
The population of this study consisted of 7th-grade students at an urban middle
school in a metropolitan area in Kentucky. According to the 2013-2014 Kentucky
School Report Card Data (2014a), more than 70% of the school’s students received free
or reduced-priced meals, and approximately 18% were classified as having special
needs. The school has been designated as a Priority School, meaning that it has been
“Persistently Low-Achieving” and “Needs Improvement.” According to archived
Kentucky School Report Card Data (2014b), from 2004 through 2011, the school did not
make adequate yearly progress in mathematics; by 2011, it had fallen in overall
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performance to the 3rd percentile of all Kentucky middle schools. And while 2014
School Report Card data show that the school made adequate progress during the 2012
and 2013 school years, it failed to do so in 2014, when only 25.5% of students
performed at proficient or distinguished levels on state mathematics tests, compared
with 44.8% statewide. Given the aforementioned research findings that effective
formative assessment helps close achievement gaps (Black & Wiliam, 1998a), the
school was adjudged an appropriate location for the study.
Sampling and Assignment Procedures
Determining sample size. In conducting a power analysis to determine an
adequate sample size, the researcher followed recommendations outlined by Field (2009).
This entailed using the standard α level of .05, the recommended power of .8, and an
estimate of the study’s effect size. The researcher sought effect sizes in previous self- and
peer-assessment research in order to anticipate the effect size appropriate for this study.
As previously noted, one of this study’s objectives is to contribute to the relatively
small amount of self- and peer-assessment research conducted in a middle school setting.
Given this sparseness, in order to locate self- and peer-effect sizes to use as a basis for
this research estimate, it was necessary to consider previous research that covered a
variety of settings and populations. Falchikov and Boud’s (1989) meta-analysis of studies
examined self-assessment within a variety of contexts in higher education and provided
31 standardized mean difference statistics and 44 correlation coefficients from within the
individual studies. Eva and Regehr (2011) reported the mean of six different correlations
that compared psychology undergraduate students’ predictions of how they would
perform on a certain quiz with the students’ actual performance. Ross (2006) reviewed
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previous self-assessment research across grade levels and content areas and reported
effect sizes for self-assessment training and achievement. Comparisons between students’
self-assessments and test scores focused on dental school exam results (Curtis, Lind,
Dellinges, Setia, & Finzen, 2008) and graduate school applicants’ prior SAT scores
(Ross, 2006). Studies that compared teacher and student evaluations of student work and
competency examined elementary school students’ drawings (Butler, 1990), webpages
developed by 14- and 15-year-old students (Sung et al., 2005), professional expertise of
undergraduates in a department of social work (Baartman & Ruijs, 2011), essays written
by undergraduates in a biology department (Kirby & Downs, 2007), and college students’
course grades (Leach, 2012). Andrade et al. (2008) examined the effect of selfassessment training on elementary school students’ proficiency in writing. Finally,
Falchikov and Goldfinch’s (2000) meta-analysis reviewed 48 studies that compared peer
and teacher assessments in a variety of formats, including tests scores and behavioral
ratings, across various higher education contexts. The study produced 24 standardized
mean difference statistics and 55 correlation coefficients from within the individual
studies. The list of correlation coefficients ranged from a minimum of r = .02 to a
maximum of r = .99; due to the large range, the median r = .5 was calculated and applied.
The standardized mean differences ranged from a minimum d = 0 to a maximum d =
7.34, so the median d = .41 was used. Because a d equal to .5 or an r equal to .3 indicates
a medium effect size (Cohen, 1992), it was estimated that a medium effect size might be
found in this study’s data.
A number of other considerations entered into the process of determining an
adequate sample. This study had an independent variable with two groups, treatment and
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no treatment, and three dependent variables, achievement, students’ ability to accurately
self-assess, and students’ ability to accurately peer-assess. A covariate, previous
achievement, which, research shows, influences a student’s ability to assess accurately
(Boud & Falchikov, 1989) was also considered. Because students’ pre-assessment data
for a particular study’s measures may also be used as a covariate (Stevens, 2002),
students were assessed before the intervention on their levels of achievement, ability to
accurately self-assess, and ability to accurately peer assess. These measurements, which
will be described later, were used as covariates as well. Given these factors, a
multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was deemed the most appropriate way
to analyze the data (Mertler & Vannatta, 2002). To determine an adequate sample, the
researcher took the standard α level of .05, the recommended power of .8, the medium
estimated effect size, the fact that a MANCOVA would be used to analyze the data, and a
power analysis, and arrived at a desired sample size of 48 (Statistics Solutions, 2014).
Use of stratification. Previous research has found a relationship between
students’ achievement and their ability to accurately assess (Boud and Falchikov, 1989;
Falchikov & Boud, 1989). As indicated earlier, only 25% of students school-wide at the
study site had demonstrated proficiency in mathematics during the previous school year.
Therefore, a random sample could have included very few or no high-achieving students.
In order to test the intervention across achievement levels, a stratified sample was
deemed appropriate (Teddlie & Yu, 2007) to ensure that the sample would cover the
complete range of previous student achievement (Creswell, 2009). Academic
achievement was measured using the most recent Measures of Academic Progress (MAP)
assessment (Northwest Evaluation Association [NEA], 2012) that is administered to
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every student in the school three times a year. For the purposes of this study, student
achievement was divided into three categories: low, medium, and high. A “high”
categorization was determined by the likelihood, based on research provided by the
developers of the MAP assessment (NEA, 2013), that a student would perform at a
proficient or distinguished level on the Kentucky state assessment; a “medium”
categorization was determined by the likelihood that a student would perform at an
apprentice level on the state assessment; and a “low” categorization was determined by
the likelihood that a student would perform at a novice level on the state assessment.
According to the aforementioned report card data, fewer than 4% of students at the study
site displayed distinguished levels of achievement in the previous year, and school-wide
MAP assessment data indicated that less than 2% of students showed such levels. Schoolwide state report card data revealed that about 21% of students performed at a proficient
level in mathematics, while MAP data reflected a total of about 15% of students. In order
to best represent the range of ability levels typical of the study site, students who had
displayed both distinguished and proficient achievement levels on the MAP assessment
were assigned to the “high” category, because, relative to most students, they were high
achieving.
Sampling scheme. This study’s sampling scheme contained elements of
convenience sampling and purposive sampling, as the process moved from the school to
an individual student level. The study site was chosen for convenience (Teddlie & Yu,
2007): The researcher’s teaching position there provided ready access, and the school’s
administration was willing to participate in the study. Because individual and classroom
sources of variance and correlation impact outcome variables in educational research
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(Koth, Bradshaw, & Leaf, 2008; Muthén, 1990; Ryan & Patrick, 2001), this study sample
was drawn from an intentionally narrow portion of the school’s population, reflecting a
purposive selection method (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In order to minimize the
number of classroom factors that could influence the intervention results, students from
only 2 seventh-grade classroom teachers—henceforth, Teacher A and Teacher B—were
chosen for the study’s treatment and control groups, with the goal of obtaining an equal
number of treatment and control group students from each teacher’s classes.
Individual student selection and assignment to treatment and control groups.
The MAP measure of previous mathematics achievement was collected for all students of
both teachers and was used, in part, to determine students’ assignment to treatment and
control groups, in a purposive manner (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). The goal was to
create treatment and control groups drawn equally from each teacher and having
comparable levels of previous achievement. Of Teacher A’s students, 6 displayed high
levels of achievement; therefore, in order to form control and treatment groups of
comparable size, 3 students were to be assigned to the treatment group and 3 were to be
assigned to the control group. Twenty-two students displayed a medium level of
achievement; therefore, 11 each were assigned to the treatment and control groups.
Finally, 11 students who displayed a low level of achievement were assigned to fill the
treatment group, and 11 were selected to fill the control group. Of Teacher B’s students, 8
displayed high levels of achievement; therefore, in order to form control and treatment
groups of comparable size, 4 were assigned to the treatment group and 4 were assigned to
the control group. Twenty-six students displayed a medium level of achievement;
therefore, and 11 each were assigned to the treatment and control groups. Finally, 10
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students who displayed a low level of achievement were selected to fill the treatment
group, and 10 were selected to fill the control group.
Once levels of previous mathematics achievement within the seventh-grade
population’s students were determined, the risk of bias during their assignment to
treatment or control groups could have been lessened by random selection and
assignment to treatment or control groups (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). However,
random assignment was not feasible for this study because certain constraints of the reallife education setting compelled the researcher to make some of the assignments strictly
out of convenience. Assessment instruments and the intervention were administered
during an intervention and enrichment class that all students attended daily. Students lost
no core content class instruction from participating in the study intervention. Moving
students into and out of classes required the school’s counseling office staff members to
make relatively cumbersome schedule changes, and their other responsibilities prohibited
them from accommodating a large number. Therefore, treatment and control assignments
were made to minimize the number of necessary class changes. At the study site, seventhgrade students are routinely assigned to an intervention or enrichment class led by one of
the four teachers on their core content team. In choosing a treatment group, prior to the
beginning of the study, the researcher examined the rosters of the four intervention and
enrichment classes already in place on each of the two core-content teams. The class on
each of the two teams whose student makeup most closely resembled the needed
treatment group, as developed from previous mathematics MAP achievement data, was
selected to receive the treatment. A small number of class changes were then made to
create a class with the desired number of students at each achievement level. These
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schedule changes were also dictated by factors related to students’ needs as judged by the
team teachers. For example, 40 students with novice levels of previous mathematics
achievement, who therefore could have been assigned to the treatment groups, were
required by their language arts teachers to remain in their language arts intervention class,
and so could not participate in the study’s mathematics-oriented intervention. Most of
these 40 students were permitted to be in the control group, which required students to
undergo just two intervention sessions, one before the treatment and one after
participating in the assessments; however, nine of those students were held back from
participating in any way. Significantly, the approach by which the school organizes
classes rendered the desired sample of 48 students impossible. The school’s need to
balance enrollment in intervention and enrichment classes meant that each intervention
and enrichment class must consist of approximately 25 students. Therefore, the two
classes that received the study intervention, one class from each teacher, were planned to
consist of 25 students each. To have equal distribution of students in treatment and
control groups, the researcher sought to include 25 students from each seventh-grade
mathematics teacher in the control group. Given the concerns about the potential low
power of the study, the higher sample size entailed by the study-site factors could
enhance the study’s power. It was hoped that each of the two teachers could contribute 50
students, 25 for the treatment group and 25 for the control group, for a total sample of
100 students.
The target sample of 100 students was not met, due to some schedule changes
dictated by students’ needs, student absenteeism throughout the intervention period, and
absenteeism on control group pre- and posttest administration days. These factors yielded
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39 students in the treatment group, 18 in Teacher A’s class, and 21 in Teacher B’s class.
The control group consisted of 41 students, 20 from Teacher A’s mathematics class and
21 from Teacher B’s class. Despite a smaller-than-planned sample, the total of 80 still
significantly exceeded the minimum number of 48 participants required by the power
analysis (Statistics Solutions, 2014). Table 3.1 below indicates the number of subjects in
each category.
Table 3.1
Number of Students in Treatment and Control Sections for Teachers A and B
Teacher

Treatment
High

Med

Control

Low

Tot

High

Med

Low

Tot

Total

A

3

8

7

18

3

7

10

20

38

B

4

7

10

21

3

8

10

21

42

Total

7

15

17

39

6

15

20

41

80

Research Design
Type of Research
The type of research employed in this study may be classified as quantitative,
which Creswell (2009) defined as “means for testing objective theories by examining the
relationship among variables. These variables can, in turn, be measured, typically on
instruments, so that numbered data can be analyzed using statistical procedures” (p. 4).
The independent variable of this study was involvement in the treatment intervention
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versus non-involvement, and the dependent variables were students’ ability to accurately
assess their own work, their ability to accurately peer-assess, and their mathematics
achievement. Because all of the data collected in this study were numeric and analyzed
using a statistical procedure, quantitative research, based on the previous definition, was
adjudged the appropriate methodology (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). The study design,
including variables, measures, and instruments, is elaborated in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.
Table 3.2
Study Design
Group

Pretest
Variables

Intervention

Posttest
Variables

NR Treatment
N = 39

O1
O2
O3
O4

X

O5
O6
O7

NR Control
N = 41

O1
O2
O3
O4

O5
O6
O7

Table 3.3
Variables, Measures, and Instruments
Variable

Variable Measure

Instrument

O1
Covariate 1
Previous Academic
Achievement
(NAPD)

Determined by Spring
Mathematics MAP scores
from 2015

MAP test (NEA, 2013)
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O2
Covariate 2
Peer-AssessmentAccuracy Pretest
(PREPEER)

Determined by absolute value
of discrepancy between peer
and teacher assessment, based
on assessment item rubric

Assessment Item and
Teacher/Peer Rubric

O3
Covariate 3
Self-AssessmentAccuracy Pretest
(PRESELF)

Determined by absolute value
of discrepancy between
student and teacher
assessment, based on
assessment item rubric

Assessment Item and SelfAssessment Rubric

O4
Determined by score obtained, Assessment Item and
Covariate 4
based on assessment item
Teacher/Peer Rubric
Achievement Pretest rubric
(PREACH)
O5
Peer-AssessmentAccuracy Posttest
(POSTPEER)

Determined by absolute value
of discrepancy between peer
and teacher assessment, based
on assessment item rubric

Assessment Item and Rubric

O6
Self-AssessmentAccuracy Posttest
(POSTSELF)

Determined by absolute value
of discrepancy between
student and teacher
assessment, based on
assessment item rubric

Assessment Item and SelfAssessment Rubric

O7
Achievement
Posttest
(POSTACH)

Determined by score obtained, Assessment Item and
based on assessment-item
Teacher/Peer Rubric
rubric

Variable Measurement
All mathematical tasks and the rubrics used to assess them were designed by the
researcher; the design principles and process will be detailed in the instrumentation
section.
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At the beginning of the study, students in the treatment and control groups
completed the first mathematical task, displayed below in Figure 3.3. They subsequently
assigned their work a score within a 0-12 range by applying provided rubric criteria, seen
here in Figure 3.1.
Self-Assessment Rubric - Multiple Choice Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that your answer has
fulfilled

Correct Answer Selection/Explanation

Incorrect Answer Selection/Explanation

____ 1 Point: I am certain I identified the

____ 1 Point: I am certain I identified an

correct multiple choice answer

incorrect multiple choice answer

OR

OR

____ 1 Point: I think I probably identified

____ 1 Point: I think I probably identified

the correct answer, but I’m not certain

an incorrect answer, but I’m not certain.
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____ 1 Point: I explained my answer with

____ 1 Point: I explained why the answer

some correct words, mathematical

was incorrect with some correct words,

symbols, pictures, or other evidence.

mathematical symbols, pictures, or other
evidence.

OR
OR
____ 2 Points: I completely and clearly
explained my answer with correct words,

____ 2 Points: I completely and clearly

mathematical symbols, pictures or other

explained why the answer was incorrect

evidence.

with correct words, mathematical symbols,
pictures or other evidence

Self- Assessment Rubric - Constructed Response Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that your answer has
fulfilled

Part A

Part B

____ 1 Point: I completed every part of the ____ 1 Point: I completed every part of the
question in Section A

question in Section B
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____1 Point: I correctly answered every

____1 Point: I correctly answered every

part of the question in Section A

part of the question in Section B

____ 1 Point: I clearly explained every

____ 1 Point: I clearly explained every

part of my answer in Section A with

part of my answer in Section B with

correct words, mathematical symbols,

correct words, mathematical symbols,

pictures or other evidence.

pictures or other evidence.

Figure 3.1. Student Self-Assessment Rubric sample. Students were charged with
assigning a score that expressed their perceived success or failure in satisfying the stated
conditions.
The students subsequently applied the criteria, offered here in Figure 3.2, to score another
answer to the same task, one that the researcher had simulated to resemble that of a
student peer.
Teacher/Peer Assessment Rubric - Multiple Choice Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s
answer has fulfilled

Correct Answer Selection/Explanation

Incorrect Answer Selection/Explanation
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____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT
____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT identified the

identified an incorrect multiple

correct multiple choice answer

choice answer

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT explained his/her

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT

answer with some correct words, mathematical

explained why the answer was

symbols, pictures, or other evidence.

incorrect with some correct words,
mathematical symbols, pictures, or

OR

other evidence.

____ 2 Points: THE STUDENT completely and

OR

clearly explained his/her answer with correct
words, mathematical symbols, pictures or other

____ 2 Points: THE STUDENT

evidence.

completely and clearly explained
why the answer was incorrect with
correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence
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Teacher/Peer Assessment Rubric - Constructed Response Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s
answer has fulfilled

Part A

Part B

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT completed every

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT

part of the question in Section A

completed every part of the question
in Section B

____1 Point: THE STUDENT correctly answered ____1 Point: THE STUDENT
every part of the question in Section A

correctly answered every part of the
question in Section B

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT clearly explained

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT

every part of his/her answer in Section A with

clearly explained every part of

correct words, mathematical symbols, pictures or his/her answer in Section B with
other evidence.

correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence.

Figure 3.2. Teacher-/Peer-Assessment Rubric sample. This rubric was designed to
generate comparisons in assessment capabilities.
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The researcher then applied the teacher/peer rubric criteria to each student’s completed
task; the researcher’s score was used to quantify students’ pretest mathematical
achievement score. The absolute value of the discrepancy between the students’ selfassessment scores and the researcher’s scores was calculated and used as the study’s
pretest scores to measure students’ ability to accurately self-assess. For example, if
Student A scored her task a 3 and the researcher scored it a 4, the self-assessment
discrepancy score was a 1. Before the study began, the researcher applied the
aforementioned teacher/peer rubric to the simulated peer response and obtained a score of
8. The absolute value of the discrepancy between the students’ peer-assessment scores
and the researcher’s scores was calculated and used as the study’s pretest scores to
measure their ability to accurately peer-assess. For example, if Student B scored the
simulated peer response a 10, her peer-assessment discrepancy score was a 2. Two pretest
scores were collected using this approach for all 80 treatment and control students in the
study. The same method was used to collect posttest data for the treatment and control
groups, as the students completed, self-assessed, and peer-assessed the same task.
Instrumentation
Description of instruments. This study’s instrumentation comprised the
aforementioned assessment, the self-assessment rubric, and the peer-/teacher-assessment
rubric. A number of factors helped enable the researcher to minimize the potential for
measurement error and to thereby increase the likelihood that these tools indeed measure
students’ ability to assess and their mathematics achievement—in other words, to
maximize their reliability and validity (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 2008).
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The assessment used for the pre- and post-assessment consisted of one multiple
choice question and one constructed response question from the Diagnostic Teacher
Assessment of Mathematics and Science (DTAMS) Instrument (Saderholm, Ronau,
Brown, & Collins, 2010). An example of these questions is displayed in Figure 3.3
below.

You received a DVD player for your birthday and have begun to compare the cost of
renting DVDs at nearby video stores. Below are the prices charged at two video stores.
•

Movies To Go: $5.00 per DVD

•

Movies Are Us: A one time charge of $10 plus $4.00 per DVD

a. Write two equations that represent this situation.

b.

Solve these equations and explain which store you might choose, and what
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circumstances would influence your decisions. Justify your selection.
Figure 3.3. Pre- and post-assessment items. The mathematics problems were drawn from
the DTAMS instrument.
The content of the assessment was developed and evaluated by a team of
mathematicians, mathematics educators, and middle school teachers, based on a literature
review of middle school teacher and student misconceptions; analysis found the
assessment items to be valid and reliable measures of teachers’ content knowledge for
middle school mathematics. Although the assessment was developed with teachers in
mind, the researcher chose the two assessment items used in this study after a
determination that they also aligned with content knowledge relevant to seventh-grade
mathematics students.
Assessment-instrument validity. Several additional steps were taken to ensure
the assessment item’s appropriateness. Following the recommendations of McMillan
(2001a), three major categories of validity evidence were sought: content-related
evidence, criterion-related evidence, and construct-related evidence.
Evidence categories.
Content-related evidence. The researcher heeded McMillan’s (2001a)
recommendations for pursuing content validity, that is, evidence that the assessment
measures students’ mastery of an aligned standard and is consistent with the objectives of
a seventh-grade mathematics course (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). The researcher
sought evidence of face validity and instructional validity with the assistance of experts
familiar with the mathematics curriculum and sample students’ instruction. The sample
students’ teachers reviewed the assessment instrument and found it to be consistent with
their class content and instruction. The assessment was also reviewed by three other
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National Board Certified mathematics teachers. They examined the items and the
seventh-grade standards to determine whether there was evidence of face validity, and all
agreed that the items aligned with Common Core standard 7.EE.B.4 (NGACBP &
CCSSO, 2010).
Construct-related evidence. Once content validity was established, the items were
examined for construct-related evidence of validity (McMillan, 2001a). In other words,
an assessment intended to evaluate students’ mastery of a certain algebraic-thinking
standard must not test other constructs, such as students’ reading ability or background
knowledge of a topic, that can impede students’ ability to demonstrate mastery of the
standard. Construct-related evidence of validity is consistent with Moskal (2003), who
suggested a number of criteria to consider when developing an assessment task, including
the exclusion of any expectation that students demonstrate knowledge extraneous to the
intended focus area of the assessment. The task in this intervention involved paper clips
and DVDs and demanded no background knowledge outside the assumed typical life
experience of a middle-school-aged student.
Criterion-related evidence. In order to determine whether an assessment actually
measures a construct the researcher intends it to, one might investigate the correlation
between the assessment measurement and another measurement that is likely a gauge for
the same construct (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 2008). In this case, before the assessment
score itself could be compared with another potential measure, the rubric that was used to
calculate the assessment score needed to be analyzed.
Assessment rubrics. The Teacher-/Peer-Assessment Rubric and Self-Assessment
Rubric are two rubrics with the same indicators of successful task-completion, each
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worded to suit their different audiences. The researcher created the rubrics with the input
from three other experienced middle school mathematics teachers and one mathematics
teacher educator. The rubric features a combination of analytic components, based on
indicators of correct and complete answers to parts of the question, and a holistic
component, based on students’ overall demonstration of conceptual understanding,
application, and communication (Moskal, 2000).
Instrument reliability. For the assessment rubrics to best evidence validity, they
must be reliable, in that the scores they yield must be consistent with one another
(McMillan, 2001b). The reliability of the rubric was examined during a field test, before
it was used to investigate the validity of the assessment. The field test involved 48
students who were seventh graders at the same study site but not participating in the
study. Once the field-test students completed the assessment task, a group of six middle
school mathematics teachers from the study site gathered to score them according to
rubric criteria. Each student’s completed task was scored by two teachers using the
Teacher/Peer Rubric. The degree of reliability was determined by calculating Cronbach’s
alpha, and a sufficient benchmark of reliability was found, α = .87 (Jonsson & Svingby,
2007). Once the scoring was completed, the six teachers discussed the nine pairs of
scores that differed by more than 1 point to determine the source of the discrepancy. It
was found that in all but two cases, the discrepancies were the result of a teacher’s
misunderstanding of the rubric criteria, resulting in higher scores than would otherwise
have been given. Once the criteria were clarified for this teacher, some of the scores were
revised; the new, higher, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated as α = .94.
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Criterion-related validity. Once the field-test teacher rubric scores were found to
be reliable, they were used to obtain evidence of the assessment’s criterion-related
validity, by investigating the correlation between the study assessment measurement and
another measurement that is likely a gauge for the same construct, mathematics
achievement (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 2008). For the purposes of this study, if there
was a discrepancy in the two field test teacher-calculated scores assigned to a single
student, that student’s achievement was calculated by taking the average of the two
teacher scores. The researcher then compared the field test students’ performance on the
assessment task with their performance on a previous assessment that measured
mathematics achievement (Chatterji, 2003), the mathematics scale score from a recent
administration of the previously described MAP test (NEA, 2012). Because each of the
two measures used a different scale, the researcher applied SPSS to obtain a Pearson
correlation coefficient (Field, 2009). A correlation was found between the two variables
[r = .51, n = 80, p < .001]. Because this correlation was significant and met the
benchmark for a large effect size, .5 (Cohen, 1992), evidence of criterion-related validity
was established for the assessment item.
Administering instruments. Treatment- and control-group students were given
the pre- and post-assessments during academic intervention and enrichment time, granted
daily to all students during school hours. Pre- and post-assessments had the same
structure. Students completed the mathematical task using rubric criteria that had been
provided ahead of time as a guide. They then used the rubric to assess their own task and
the sample work of a simulated peer response to the same constructed response task. In
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order to ensure that the nature and purpose of the tasks were presented consistently
throughout, the researcher was the only individual to administer the pre- and posttests.
Scoring instruments. After students completed the task, they applied the
assessment-rubric criteria and assigned their work a score based on the rubric range. They
were then presented with a simulated peer response to the same task. The researcher
subsequently applied the same rubric criteria to each student’s work and assigned a score
both to each student’s task response and to the simulated student work. The discrepancy
scores were calculated from each student’s self- and peer assessment of each task.
Intervention
As discussed in the previous chapter of this study, the intervention was influenced
by strategies outlined in the FA literature, particularly that which centered on selfassessment and peer assessment. This section of the current chapter highlights those
influences. A more in-depth description of the intervention plan, including specific
learning goals, questions asked, and mathematical tasks used throughout, may be found
in Appendix A of this study.
Intervention Structure
The instructional sequence occurred over 10 hour-long sessions across 3 weeks.
In order to minimize potential unreliability of treatment implementation (Shadish et al.,
2002), the researcher conducted all intervention sessions. The intervention was delivered
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays during the first 2 weeks, and then Monday
through Thursday during the 3rd week. Following recommendations from previous
studies, the researcher engaged students in a variety of activities (Ames, 1992) that
featured individual reflection, pair and whole-group discussion, and technology.
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Setting a purpose and communicating learning goals. As noted in the previous
chapter, Clark (2012) asserted the importance of considering students’ personal factors
and background knowledge and experiences when designing learning and instructional
sequences. As the mathematics department chair at the study site, the researcher
communicated regularly with math teachers about their classroom practices; these
conversations revealed that the students involved in this study entered with little or no
exposure to peer and self-assessment, at least for the two years they had spent at the study
site. Although students’ involvement in the assessment process can promote engagement,
buy-in (Ross, 2006), and positive feelings toward assessment (Black & Wiliam, 1998a),
students’ inexperience with the assessment process could affect their willingness to
engage throughout the intervention. Students more actively participate in tasks when they
believe the tasks are relevant to them (Brophy, Rohrkemper, Rashid, & Goldberger,
1983); therefore, Session 1 of the intervention sequence was designed to give students the
opportunity to find and develop a purpose in the assessment-training program as they
reflected on and discussed their own previous experiences with assessment and how
honing their self- and peer-assessment skills could improve their future assessment
outcomes.
Communication of goals and criteria for success. Established in the previous
literature review is the claim that, in order to effectively engage in the assessment
process, students must enter it with an understanding of the learning goals and criteria;
this understanding can be developed by simply conveying goals and criteria to students or
by developing goals with the students’ cooperation (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ross, 2006;
Thomas et al., 2011; Wiliam, 2007a). The case has been made, however, that the latter
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technique, including students in criteria development, best helps them develop a more
thorough understanding of goals and criteria (Andrade & Du, 2007; Heritage, 2007; Nicol
& Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross et al., 2002). Both strategies were employed in Sessions
2 and 3 of the intervention.
At the beginning of Session 2, students were given the constructed response
portion of the Teacher-/Peer-Assessment Rubric and a blank constructed response task.
Student pairs created lists of possible characteristics for an assessment answer to satisfy
each rubric indicator, then presented their ideas in a whole-group setting; the researcher
recorded the ideas and assembled them into a master list. Through this process, two goals
of the intervention were met. First, developed by mathematics educators, the rubrics
shown above equipped students with indicators of successful task completion, which, due
to common student misunderstandings of what good work looks like (Ross, 2006), they
might not have developed on their own. Second, student input into the development of
successful-task-completion characteristics accorded students the aforementioned benefits,
including heightened enthusiasm confidence, and ownership, that accompany their
participating in criteria development. Moreover, because the master list was developed in
a whole-group setting, the researcher was able to guide students toward identifying and
adding to their list any exemplary task characteristics they might have overlooked due to
their lack of expertise.
In Sessions 5 and 6, students also developed a master list of successful-taskcompletion characteristics, but did so differently from before. Student pairs were first
presented with the Self-Assessment Rubric and blank constructed response tasks, which
they completed using the rubric as a guide. The whole group then reviewed each pair’s
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response and, from these specific work samples, compiled evidence of successful task
completion to create a master list of characteristics found in an exemplary response.
Opportunities to practice applying criteria. Previous research has uncovered
the value of modeling for students how to apply assessment criteria (Ross, 2006; Ross et
al., 2002) and of giving them opportunities to apply criteria themselves (Ross, 2006).
These strategies were included throughout every session, after session one. Some
sessions, they applied criteria to peer work, and, at other times, they applied criteria to
their own response.
In Sessions 2 and 3, once students developed a whole-group master list of
successful task characteristics for a blank task provided, they applied the master list,
developed with the provided-teacher peer rubric in mind, to simulated peer responses and
constructed a whole-class evaluation of the responses. As they engaged in this process,
the researcher facilitated and modeled, when needed, how to apply criteria. In Session 4,
students applied the Teacher/Peer Rubric to two more simulated student tasks, again with
teacher guidance, to generate a group evaluation of successful task completion. The
practice of applying criteria to peer work has been shown to be particularly valuable,
because it allows students to practice and therefore sharpen their evaluation skills without
the negative emotions that can sometimes come while analyzing one’s own product
(Wiliam, 2007a).
After three sessions of applying criteria to the work of others, students began
generating and assessing their own work. In Sessions 5 through 10, students generated
their own responses to mathematical tasks and applied the Self-Assessment Rubric as a
guide. In Sessions 5 and 6, student-pair-generated assessment responses were
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subsequently reviewed as a whole group, as the class engaged, again, in the peerassessment process and used rubric criteria to identify strengths and opportunities for
improvement in each pair’s responses. In Sessions 7 and 8, student pairs completed a
task while applying self-assessment criteria; they then evaluated their own work against
exemplar work samples (Orsmond, Merry, & Reiling, 2002) by citing specific evidence
of similarities and differences between their own work and the provided exemplar
samples. In Sessions 9 and 10, students completed their assigned tasks individually
while applying self-assessment criteria, then were given simulated peer, non-exemplar,
work samples for the same task; these were evaluated in a whole-group setting.
Peer and teacher feedback. Previous research attests that as students learn to
participate in the assessment process, they must receive ample feedback from peers and
their teacher to help them gauge the quality of their assessments (Andrade & Valtcheva,
2009; Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Clark, 2012; Davis & McGowen, 2007; Leahy et al.,
2005; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross et al., 2002; Sadler, 1989; Stiggins, 2009;
Wiliam, 2007a). Various sources of feedback on students’ assessment were integrated
into Sessions 2 through 10.
Sessions 2 through 6, 9, and 10 provided opportunities for peer and teacher
feedback through the earlier whole-group evaluation sessions. In line with
recommendations from previous research, the researcher was careful to guide the
discussions in a way that promoted feedback, with a task- and evidence-based focus, and
the researcher contributed to the discussion only when necessary, ensuring that it would
have a student-centered, peer-assessment focus. This emphasis on student voice, as
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opposed to that of a teacher “expert” alone, frequently leads to elevated discourse that
would not occur solely with teacher feedback (Gielen et al., 2010).
Students were the recipients of written teacher feedback throughout the
intervention, as well. Before engaging in Tasks 5, 8, and 10, students received specific,
work-product-centered, written teacher feedback on their comparisons of their own work
with peer work samples and on possible revision to their work based on these
comparisons and the aforementioned sources of feedback. In Sessions 7 and 8, students
received another kind of written feedback in the form of exemplary simulated peer
responses (Orsmond et al., 2002).
Opportunities for revision. Previous research arms educators with many reasons
to allow students opportunities to revise and resubmit work (Boud, 2000; Clark, 2012;
Guskey, 2003; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick 2006; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Ross, 2006;
Sadler, 1989; Stiggins, 2002; Zimmerman, 2001), including heightened student buy-in to
a mastery focus on learning and motivation to improve work. Therefore, the researcher
underscored the value of revision and improvement throughout the intervention. In
Sessions 3 through 8, student pairs revisited their original assessments of simulated peer
tasks, their own task responses, and self-assessments, as they compared and contrasted
their own products with those generated by the group. In Sessions 9 and 10, they engaged
in the same kind of analysis, but focused on work products that they had originally
developed independently. These opportunities were always presented in the context of an
end-goal of producing future work of improved quality.
Data
Collection Procedures
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Rubric scores were recorded by the students and by the researcher on provided
rubrics; the achievement and discrepancy scores were then calculated and entered into
Microsoft Excel. Subsequently, all data were entered into statistical analysis software.
Statistical Analysis
Rationale for statistical procedure. A number of factors influenced the
statistical procedure used in this study, including the number of variables and the
presence of potential covariates. This study had an independent variable with two groups,
treatment and no treatment, and three dependent variables, achievement, students’ ability
to accurately self-assess, and students’ ability to accurately peer-assess. In addition, as
mentioned repeatedly, previous achievement is potentially linked to students’ ability to
assess accurately (Boud & Falchikov, 1989; Falchikov & Boud, 1989), as is preassessment data for a study’s particular measures (Stevens, 2002); therefore, students’
previous performance on the MAP test and pretest scores on the study’s measures of
achievement, their ability to pre-asses, and their ability to self-assess were collected. In
order to account for potential variance within the dependent variables’ data that might be
explained by these covariates, a three-level multivariate analysis of covariance
(MANCOVA) was deemed appropriate (Field, 2009; Mertler & Vannatta, 2002; Stevens,
2002) and conducted in SPSS (Field, 2009).
Descriptive and inferential tests reported. To confirm that an analysis of
covariance was indeed appropriate, correlation coefficients were calculated and reported.
Dependent variable posttest and all covariate means and standard deviations were
calculated for treatment and control groups and displayed in a table. Post-achievement
means and standard deviations were also calculated for students based on their levels of
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previous achievement and displayed in a table. Wilk’s Lambda F ratios, p values, and
effect sizes r were calculated for the multivariate tests.

Figure 3.4. Study framework. The reciprocal interactions between the variables are
depicted.
Theoretical Premise
The intervention was premised on the conjecture that it would positively affect
students’ ability to self- and peer-assess (POSTSELF) and (POSTPEER) and would,
consequently, positively impact students’ mathematics achievement (POSTACH). The
researcher also posited a reciprocal effect of self- and peer-assessment ability. Due to the
aforementioned links among students’ previous achievement, current achievement, and
ability to accurately assess, the covariate variables, PREACH, PRESELF, PREPEER, and
NAPD, served as controls for previous student-ability levels.
Study Limitations
The sampling scheme outlined earlier highlights the most obvious limitation of
this study. The sample consisted only of 7th-grade students from the mathematics classes
of two participating teachers in an urban Kentucky middle school. Of all the students in
those teachers’ classes, study participants were selected and assigned to groups according
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to previous mathematics achievement and to school-related scheduling constraints on
placing them in a mathematics intervention and enrichment class. Another possible
limitation is the researcher’s relative inexperience as a teacher with implementing a
systematic series of self- and peer-assessment strategies within the course of one
intervention. Moreover, self- and peer assessment were novel concepts for the students
involved as well. Other limitations could include the study’s short duration given the
complexity of the intervention, the relatively small range of the instrument scores, and
the reliability and validity of the assessment scores.
Validity Threats
Certain aspects of this study could indicate potential internal validity threats. The
most apparent of these is the selection bias that could have occurred from the sampling
scheme. It has also been noted that students’ previous interaction with an assessment
could have yielded in increased levels of achievement from the previous exposure alone
(Shadish et al., 2002). The use of the same pre- and post-assessment instrument leaves
this study open to this critique.
Subject selection and group assignment. This study’s use of matching and
purposive assignment for control and treatment groups could have introduced potential
sources of bias (DiPrete & Gangl, 2004). Because the researcher had familiarity with this
group of students, the researcher could have intentionally selected students for each
group as to promote the likelihood the study hypothesis was found to be true. The
researcher attempted to minimize other forms of bias, however, by having comparable
numbers of students in the treatment and control group from each teacher and comparable
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numbers in each group of students drawn from accelerated classes, a population linked to
superior assessment skills (Boud & Falchikov, 1989; Falchikov & Boud, 1989).
Construct validity. To fully explicate the constructs mathematics achievement,
peer-assessment accuracy, and self-assessment accuracy, detailed descriptions of the
tools used to measure these constructs have been provided, as have reports of steps taken
to ascertain the reliability and validity of the assessment items and rubrics. The accuracy
of students’ assessments has been measured by the discrepancy between a teacher’s score
and a student’s score; variance among teachers’ scores when assessing the same pieces of
student work could contribute to additional error variance in students’ scores. According
to previous research (Falchikov & Boud, 1989; Kulkarni et al., 2013; Sadler & Good,
2006), however, student-teacher discrepancy is, in the field, a commonly accepted
measure of students’ accuracy.
External validity. To minimize factors outside the intervention that could
produce statistical variance, the setting of the study was very limited. Therefore, the
results that follow are not generalizable to settings outside of this particular set of urbanmiddle school 7th-grade mathematics students.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS
Introduction
This study sought to determine the effect of an intervention of self- and peerassessment training for middle school students on their ability to accurately self-assess
and peer-assess and on their mathematics achievement. Previous research has shown that
self- and peer-assessment training can boost achievement (Andrade et al., 2008; Kulkarni
et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 2012), but such studies are sparse and few have been
conducted in a middle school setting (Ross et al., 2002; Sadler & Good, 2006). This study
also sought to fill a gap in the literature by adding to the knowledge of the effect of selfand peer assessment on middle school student achievement. This chapter presents an
analysis of the quantitative pre- and posttest data collected before and after the
implementation of the intervention.
Instrumentation
Data were collected twice, before and after the aforementioned 10 self- and peerassessment training sessions, which were conducted with the treatment group over a 3week period. Data measured three variables, students’ mathematics achievement
(POSTACH), ability to accurately self-assess (POSTSELF), and ability to accurately
peer-assess (POSTPEER). Four covariates, previous mathematical achievement (NAPD),
and pretest measures of all outcome variables (PREPEER, PRESELF, and PREACH)
were also measured. Mathematics achievement was measured using the aforementioned
assessment item developed by a team of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and
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middle school teachers, and the covariate, previous mathematical achievement, was
measured by students’ scores on the school-wide administration of the MAP test (NEA,
2012), which was administered in March, 2015. Students’ abilities to accurately self- and
peer-assess were both measured by the discrepancy between students’ self- and peerassessment scores and teacher scores, which were measured using the Self-Assessment
Rubric and Teacher-/Peer-Assessment Rubric designed for this study.
Statistical Procedures
Rationale for Statistical Procedures
This study had an independent variable with two groups, treatment or no
treatment, and three dependent variables, achievement, students’ ability to accurately
self-assess, and students’ ability to accurately peer-assess. Covariates included previous
mathematical achievement, and pre-test measures for each dependent variable. Given
these factors, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was deemed the
appropriate way to analyze the data (Field, 2009; Hinton et al., 2014) and was conducted
in SPSS (Field, 2009). In addition, the outcome variables were hierarchical, entailing a
subsequent multivariate multilevel model (Baldwin, Imel, Braithwaite, & Atkins, 2014;
Thum, 1997) to analyze the relationships among the outcome variables and covariates.
When conducting all analysis, the standard α level of .05 and power of .8 were applied.
Assumptions
Assumptions related to multivariate analysis. The assumptions for
multivariate analysis include independent observations, multivariate normality, and equal
variance in the dependent variables across groups (Stevens, 2002). In this study, the
covariate, independent, and dependent variable measures were independent and consisted
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of interval-level data. None of the data were normally distributed, according to the
Shapiro-Wilk test, which was significant (Hinton et al., 2014). A visual inspection finds a
reasonable level of normality in the post-achievement variable, although the other
variable data were positively skewed. Figure 4.1 below reflects these results.

Figure 4.1 Distribution of post-achievement data.
As previously noted, student achievement and ability to assess have been positively
linked in the research literature (Boud & Falchikov, 1989). Therefore, because the
researcher purposively included the relatively few higher-achieving students available in
order to test the treatment across achievement levels, non-normality was anticipated.
Because there is little difference between actual and nominal α, multivariate tests are
robust to violations of normality, with respect to Type 1 error, even with a small sample
size (Stevens, 2002). To test the third assumption, the Levene’s Tests of Equality of Error
Variances was conducted on the dependent variables. The test was not significant for
achievement and peer-assessment accuracy variable, but it was significant for the posttest
measure of students’ ability to accurately self-assess, indicating that the assumption was
not met. However, multivariate analysis is robust to a violation of this assumption, as
long as groups are equal or close to equal, with a ratio of the largest group to the smallest
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no larger than 1.5 (Stevens, 2002). In this case, the ratio of control group numbers to
treatment group numbers is 41/39, approximately 1.08, which is within the allowable
ratio.
Assumptions related to analysis of covariance. The aforementioned analysis of
covariance was appropriate if a correlation did, in fact, exist between the potential
covariates and the outcome variables (Stevens, 2002). Correlation coefficients (Muthén,
L.K. & Muthén, 1998-2015) were calculated and are displayed in the table below. As the
table reflects, the majority of the correlations were close to or greater than the benchmark
for a medium-sized correlation, r = .3 (Cohen, 1992).
Table 4.1
Correlation Coefficients for Outcome Variables and Potential Covariates
Variable

1

1. NAPD

1.000

2. PREACH

0.548

1.000

3. PRESELF

0.090

0.201

1.000

4. PREPEER

0.017

0.169

-0.229

1.000

5. POSTACH

0.647

0.789

0.219

0.133

1.000

6. POSTSELF

0.239

0.527

0.351

0.069

0.642

-0.088

0.014

0.021

-0.047 -0.002

7. POSTPEER 0.086

2

3

4

Findings
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5

6

7

1.000
1.000

Descriptive Statistics
Mathematical achievement was measured by the aforementioned assessment and
rubric, and the ability to accurately self- and peer-assess were measured by the
discrepancy between the teacher and student rubric scores. Therefore, an increase in the
achievement value reflects higher achievement, if a significant effect was found, while a
decrease in the self-and peer-assessment discrepancy scores represents increased student
ability to assess, if a significant effect was found.
Table 4.2
Descriptive Statistics for Variables by Treatment/Control Group
Pretest Measures
Treatment Group

Control Group

M

SD

M

SD

NAPD

1.74

0.75

1.66

0.73

PREACH

4.46

2.79

4.42

2.93

PRESELF

3.87

2.85

3.98

2.85

PREPEER

2.90

2.07

2.44

1.43

Posttest Measures

POSTACH

Treatment Group

Control Group

M

SD

M

SD

7.54

2.84

4.07

2.33
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POSTSELF

2.23

2.00

4.05

2.91

POSTPEER

1.69

1.66

2.2

1.85

Main Findings
Wilk’s Lambda (λ) indicated that there was some multivariate effect of the
treatment on the dependent variables, F(3,72) = 23.38; p < .001, with a partial eta
squared, ŋ2 = .49, that is just under the benchmark for a large effect size, .5 (Cohen,
1992).
Research Question 1
The first research question investigated the effect of the intervention of self- and
peer-assessment training on middle school students’ mathematics achievement.
ANCOVA test data indicated a difference in students’ mathematical achievement, based
on their placement in the treatment group, with an F ratio F(1,74) = 70.85; p < .001, and
a partial eta squared, ŋ2 =.49, that is just under the benchmark for a large effect size, .5
(Cohen, 1992).
Research Question 2
The second research question investigated the effect of the intervention of selfand peer-assessment training on middle school students’ ability to accurately self-assess.
The accuracy of students’ self-assessment was measured by the discrepancy between the
score they assigned to their own work and that assessed by the teacher. ANCOVA test
data indicated a difference in students’ ability to accurately self-assess, based on their
placement in the treatment group, with an F ratio F(1,74) = 12.46; p = .001, and a partial
eta squared, ŋ2 =.14, which met the benchmark for a small effect size, .1 (Cohen, 1992).
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Research Question 3
The third research question investigated the effect of the intervention of self- and
peer-assessment training on middle school students’ ability to accurately peer-assess. The
accuracy of students’ self-assessment was measured by the discrepancy between the
score they assigned to their peer’s work and that assessed by the teacher. ANCOVA test
data indicated no difference in students’ ability to accurately peer-assess, based on their
placement in the treatment group, with an F ratio F(1,74) = 1.91; p =.171, and a partial
eta squared, ŋ2 = .03, which was lower than the benchmark for a small effect size.
Path Analysis of Multivariate Outcomes
Rationale. The intervention was developed to improve students’ ability to selfand peer-assess (POSTSELF and POSTPEER) and, consequently, to elevate students’
mathematics achievement (POSTACH). A reciprocal effect between self- and peerassessment ability was also hypothesized. A path analysis of multivariate outcomes was
used to investigate the strength of the various relationships that might exist among the
variables (O’Rourke & Hatcher, 2013).
Recoding. Self- and peer-assessment discrepancy scores were recoded by
subtracting each assessment score from 15, to allow a high self- or peer-assessment score
to correlate with a high achievement score, producing a positive correlation. For example,
an original POSTSELF score of 2 would translate to a recoded score of 15-2 = 13.
Best-fit model. A set of fit statistics was considered when determining the fit of
the model. Although there is not a set benchmark for an acceptable chi-square test value,
because it “assesses the magnitude of discrepancy between the sample and fitted
covariance matrices” (Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008, p. 53), the smaller it is the
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more accurate the model (Suhr, 2008). The chi-square for this model was 5.7. Because
the comparative fit index (CFI) is a way of comparing, via ratio, the proposed model to a
baseline model (Hooper, et al., 2008), the higher the value, the better the fit a model is for
the data; the standard is a CFI value equal or greater than 0.90 (Suhr, 2008). The final
model had a CFI of .99, which indicated a good fit. The Tucker Lewis index (TLI) is
another statistic that indicates a better fit with a higher value, because it too is a method
of comparing the model of interest to a more strict “null” model (Bollen, 1986); the
recommended TLI is at or above .95 (Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). This model
had a TLI of .95, indicating a good fit. Because it is a method of measuring the
discrepancy between the correlation of the model and the correlation that as been
predicted, the smaller a model’s standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), the
better its fit; the standard recommended value is .08 or lower (Kenny, 2014). This
model’s SRMR was .03, indicating a good fit. As an absolute measure of fit, which is
based upon the notion that a best-fitting model has a value of 0, (Kenny, 2014), the
smaller a model’s root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) the better the
model fit; the standard is a value equal to or less than 0.06 (Suhr, 2008). This model had
an RMSEA of .07 and a confidence interval ranging from .000 to .195. Although these
RMSEA values are not ideal, they are acceptable in light of the other fit statistics and the
relatively low sample size (Byrne, 2012), which likely negatively impacted them.
Path coefficients. Path coefficients, β, allowed the researcher to determine the
specific impact one variable had on another, as well as the impact of the intervention on
dependent variables (Wright, 1960); these are reflected here in Table 4.3. The model’s
significant unstandardized path coefficients are shown in Figure 4.2 below.
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Table 4.3
Model Unstandardized Path Coefficients and p Values

Independent
Variable

Dependent Variable β

p

Treatment

POSTACH

2.702

.000

PREACH

POSTACH

.343

.000

POSTPEER

POSTACH

-.034

.735

POSTSELF

POSTACH

.371

.000

NAPD

POSTACH

1.066

.000

Treatment

POSTSELF

1.728

.000

PREACH

POSTSELF

.081

.456

PRESELF

POSTSELF

.360

.000

PREPEER

POSTSELF

.028

.837

NAPD

POSTSELF

.722

.054

Treatment

POSTPEER

.565

.138

PREACH

POSTPEER

-.128

.090

PRESELF

POSTPEER

.103

.179

PREPEER

POSTPEER

.146

.186
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Figure 4.2. Significant path coefficients.
Because the analysis conducted to obtain these coefficients is a form of linear modeling,
each significant β allows for the prediction of dependent variables, based on independent
variable values (Baldwin et al., 2014; Thum, 1997). These unit changes represent a
difference from the mean, as all independent variables are grand mean centered. For
example, the coefficient (β) from the treatment to POSTACH is 2.702. The “average”
student—that is, one who earned scores equal to the overall mean scores on each
independent variable measure and who was in the treatment group—would be predicted
to earn a POSTACH score equal to the overall mean for the treatment and control groups
POSTACH score, 5.763, plus an additional 2.702 points, for a total POSTACH score of
8.465. When students do not earn the average overall score of certain independent
variables, that deviation from the mean can be used to predict dependent variable scores,
in that one unit change in the independent variable predicts a change in the dependent
variable equal to the coefficient. Consider, for example, a student in the control group
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who might earn average scores on all pretest measures except for a PREACH score of 7,
which is 2.563 points above the overall sample mean of 4.437. Because the coefficient
from PREACH to POSTACH is .343, the student could be predicted to earn 2.563(.343)
= .879 points above the group POSTACH mean, for a total score of 5.763 + .879 = 6.642.
Summary of Findings
Statistical tests revealed a positive effect of peer- and self-assessment training on
students’ mathematical achievement and ability to accurately self-assess but no effect on
the accuracy of students’ assessments of peer work. In addition, path analysis detected six
significant interactions between variables. The following chapter will discuss this study’s
key findings and path analysis as they relate to previous research, implications for teacher
practice, and potential future research.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the study, results, and conclusions based on
the findings presented in Chapter 4. Additionally, the chapter offers a discussion of the
implications of these findings on teaching. Finally, the chapter concludes with
recommendations for future research.
Summary of Study
Restatement of the Problem
Recent data on mathematics achievement in the United States (USED, 2013)
indicate that U.S. students lag behind their international peers and thus may prove
unprepared to successfully meet the demands of an increasingly global economy (NCTM,
2013a).
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions
Previous research has demonstrated that the most significant opportunities for
improved mathematics learning occur in the classroom (Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Noonan
& Duncan, 2005), especially when teachers implement formative assessment strategies
(Andrade & Valtcheva, 2009; Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Brown & Hirschfeld, 2007; Davis
& McGowen, 2007; Heritage & Heritage, 2013; Leahy et al., 2005; Nicol & MacfarlaneDick, 2006; Ross et al., 2002; Suurtamm et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2011; Wiliam,
2007b). Also commonly accepted is the notion that making students full partners within a
classroom formative assessment plan, through self- and peer assessment, results in
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positive outcomes for students (Heritage, 2007; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Wiliam,
2007a).
Despite the advantages of students’ self-assessment and peer assessment, teachers
sometimes hesitate to implement these strategies, fearing that, generally, students are not
equipped to accurately appraise their own work (Noonan & Duncan, 2005). The
reluctance to implement student assessment strategies could be intensified among middle
school teachers, by the fact that most of the studies that have examined teacher-student
assessment agreement (Boud & Falchikov, 1989; Falchikov & Boud, 1989; Falchikov &
Goldfinch, 2000), including the very few that have specifically investigated strategies
that lessen the gap between teachers’ and students’ evaluations (Kulkarni et al., 2013;
Lawson et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2002), have been confined to a higher-education setting.
To fill this void in the self- and peer-assessment research, this study tested in a middle
school setting a self- and peer-assessment-training instructional sequence that was a
compilation of research-based strategies. The study sought to determine the effect of the
instructional sequence both on middle school students’ ability to accurately self-assess
and peer-assess and on their mathematics achievement.
Review of Methodology
Type of research. This was a quantitative study, with the outcome variables
students’ ability to accurately self-assess, students’ ability to accurately peer-assess, and
students’ mathematics achievement, as well as four covariates, previous mathematics
achievement and pretest measures of the outcome variables; all were assessed
numerically and analyzed using a multivariate statistical procedure (Cresswell, 2009;
Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).
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Sample and instrumentation. Data were collected twice, from 39 treatment
group students and 41 control group students, who made up the convenience- and
purposive-selected and assigned sample from a population of 7th-grade students at an
urban middle school in a metropolitan area in the Midwest. These data were collected
before and after the aforementioned 10 self- and peer-assessment-training sessions, which
were conducted with the treatment group over a 3-week period. Mathematics
achievement was measured using an assessment item developed by a team of
mathematicians, mathematics educators, and middle school teachers, and the covariate,
previous mathematical achievement, was measured by students’ scores on the most recent
school-wide administration of the MAP test (NEA, 2012). Students’ abilities to
accurately self- and peer-assess were measured by the discrepancy between students’
self- and peer-assessment scores and teacher scores; all scores were calculated using
rubrics designed by a National Board-certified middle school mathematics teacher with
the input of three other middle school mathematics teachers and one mathematics teacher
educator.
Statistical analysis. Because the study involved an independent variable with two
groups, treatment and control, three outcome variables, and four covariates, a
multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was deemed the appropriate way to
analyze the data (Field, 2009; Hinton et al., 2014). Moreover, because the outcome
variables were hierarchical, a multivariate, multilevel model was necessary for the
analysis (Baldwin et al., 2014; Thum, 1997). When conducting all analyses, the standards
of an α level of .05 and a power level of .8 were applied.
Summary of Findings
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Statistical tests revealed a positive effect of peer- and self-assessment training on
students’ mathematical achievement and on students’ ability to accurately self-assess.
The training did not, however, impact the accuracy of students’ peer assessments. A path
analysis was also conducted to determine the strength and direction of multiple
combinations of variables; the analysis produced six significant path coefficients. A
discussion of this study’s findings as they relate to the previous research follows.
Impact of Self- and Peer-assessment Training on Mathematics Achievement
The intervention’s positive impact on students’ mathematics achievement and the
medium to large effect size, partial ŋ2 = .49, are consistent with past studies, which have
shown a link between student engagement in the assessment process and student
achievement (Heritage, 2007; Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Wiliam, 2007a).
Intervention components. This study’s intervention design included a
combination of the following five strategies:
•

defining the purpose and communicating the learning goals of the
intervention (Brophy et al., 1983; Clark, 2012);

•

communicating criteria for success (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Ross, 2006;
Thomas et al., 2011; Wiliam, 2007a) and enlisting students in the
development of criteria (Andrade & Du, 2007; Heritage, 2007; Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Ross et al., 2002);

•

modeling for students how to apply assessment criteria (Ross, 2006; Ross
et al., 2002) and offering them multiple opportunities to practice applying
said criteria (Ross, 2006);
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•

providing students ample teacher and peer feedback (Andrade &
Valtcheva, 2009; Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Clark, 2012; Davis &
McGowen, 2007; Leahy et al., 2005; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006;
Ross et al., 2002; Sadler, 1989; Stiggins, 2009; Wiliam, 2007a); and

•

allowing students opportunities to revise and resubmit work (Boud, 2000;
Clark, 2012; Guskey, 2003; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Noonan &
Duncan, 2005; Ross, 2006; Sadler, 1989; Stiggins, 2002; Zimmerman,
2001).

Possible effects of intervention components on achievement. Although this
quantitative study did not provided qualitative data to support the following hypotheses,
the literature advances specific potential sources of this intervention’s impact on
achievement.
Defining the purpose and communicating the learning goals of the
intervention. Because students often doubt the value of novel experiences (Black &
Wiliam, 1998b), teachers must combat their resistance by clarifying for students lasting
relevance and applicability of such experiences (Brophy et al., 1983). To the researcher’s
knowledge, the students in this study had very little, if any, previous or consistent
experience with student assessment. The previous literature supports the possibility that
some of the positive impact of the intervention could have resulted from students’
enhanced buy-in to the relevance of assessment; this buy-in has been shown to promote
heightened levels of engagement (Ross, 2006) and positive feelings toward assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 1998a).
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Communicating criteria for success and enlisting students in the development
of criteria. Rubric use gave students successful-task-completion indicators and guidance
that they might not have developed on their own, due to common misunderstandings of,
or lack of exposure to, the qualities of good work (Ross, 2006). In addition, student
cooperation in developing goals and identifying specific attributes of exemplary task
completion was solicited and obtained, to instill them with a more thorough
understanding of goals and criteria, another factor positively correlated with achievement
(Andrade & Du, 2007; Black & Wiliam, 2009; Heritage, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick,
2006; Ross, 2006; Ross et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2011; Wiliam, 2007a). The
historically low achievement of the majority of the sample students before the
intervention, as measured by their MAP scores, could indicate a lack of understanding of
the features of good work. Therefore, gains in student achievement might have been
attained by exposing students to high-quality work and by explicating criteria. An added
benefit of encouraging students to develop criteria within this study’s large-group setting
was the student-to-student and student-to-teacher dialogue; as students negotiate with
peers and teachers, they actively construct knowledge and frequently experience
enhanced levels of metacognition, two more outcomes tied to achievement (Black &
Wiliam, 2009).
Modeling for students how to apply assessment criteria and offering them
multiple opportunities to practice applying said criteria. By modeling for students how
to apply assessment criteria (Ross, 2006; Ross et al., 2002) and giving them opportunities
to practice the skill (Ross, 2006), teachers cultivate a better understanding of appropriate
performance standards, laying the groundwork for subsequent student achievement.
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Conversely, students who struggle tend to have a particularly limited understanding of
criteria (Leahy et al., 2005). The researcher’s use of these strategies, therefore, could
have extended the student groups’ understanding and thus contributed to their subsequent
achievement.
Providing students ample teacher and peer feedback. Previous research has
shown the value of applying criteria to peer work, citing that it allows students to exercise
and sharpen their evaluation skills without the negative emotions that can sometimes
come when analyzing one’s own product (Leahy et al., 2005; Wiliam, 2007a). This
benefit of peer work likely helped the, overall, low-achieving students in this study,
because their negative past experiences with and resulting feelings about assessment
could have impaired their willingness to assess their own work. Moreover, the wholegroup setting, with dialogue directed towards assessment criteria and student work rather
than alleged qualities of or behaviors exhibited by students themselves, provided a safe
environment for students to engage with each other and the teacher; as indicated
throughout, such engagement has been found to induce meaningful and frequent
reflection (Black & Wiliam, 2009). While assessing work according to criteria within a
group setting, students received constant teacher and peer feedback that allowed them to
gauge and reflect upon the quality of their assessments, with an eye toward improvement.
Allowing students opportunities to revise and resubmit work. The intervention
afforded students the opportunity to revise and resubmit their work after teacher
instruction and, thereby, likely motivated them to engage in the process of attempting to
improve their products, with greater buy-in of and a mastery-oriented focus toward
assessments (Boud, 2000; Clark, 2012; Guskey, 2003; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006;
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Noonan & Duncan, 2005; Ross, 2006; Sadler, 1999; Stiggins, 2002; Zimmerman, 2001).
Revision and resubmission, and the mastery focus on assessment (Stiggins, 2009), were
particularly essential for this group of students, whose previous negative assessment
experiences could have affected their motivation.
Implications of Study Intervention Results for Educators
Impact of self- and peer-assessment training on students’ achievement. The
impact of this intervention on achievement indicates that teachers should implement
student assessment strategies in regular classroom practice. The aforementioned path
analysis showed that the treatment could be predicted to directly contribute, for the
average student, an achievement increase equal to almost 50% of the overall mean postachievement score. Because many pre-service programs and much current professional
development have left teachers untrained in effective student assessment practices,
assessment strategies are often unused (Black & Wiliam, 1998b; Stiggins, 2002). For
untrained teachers, this study contributes an explicit and demonstrably effective
instructional sequence and exemplifies successful strategy implementation. Moreover,
because student achievement gains were seen after just 10 hour-long sessions, the short
duration of the intervention, arguably a limitation of the study, might move teachers once
discouraged by school-day time constraints to pilot student assessment strategies.
Because attempting too many new strategies at once could overwhelm teachers and
students alike (Black & Wiliam, 1998b), one variation to the intervention might be to
introduce assessment practices piecemeal (Leahy et al., 2005).
Impact of self- and peer-assessment training on students’ assessment
accuracy. In addition to investigating the intervention’s impact on achievement, another
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objective of the study was to investigate the intervention’s potential to close the gaps
between student and teacher assessments. Previous attempts to more closely align peer
assessments (Kulkarni et al., 2013) and self-assessments (Lawson et al., 2012) were
successful. The outcome of this study’s intervention was consistent with previous
findings that students’ assessments can become more closely aligned with those of their
teachers (Kulkarni et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 2012; Sadler & Good, 2006); however, the
study might fail to assuage all teachers’ concerns about students’ assessment accuracy,
because the intervention did not close the gap between teacher and students’ assessments
of peer work. Despite some potential lingering teacher doubts about student assessment
accuracy, gains in achievement obtained by the instructional sequence indicate a strong
enough outcome for teachers to implement assessment training in classrooms on a more
regular basis. Support for this argument may be traced back to Heritage (2007):
“[E]ven though formative assessment strategies will not always meet accepted
standards of validity and reliability, teachers need to understand that the quality of
the assessment is an important concern. The overriding issue is consequential
validity. Because the purpose of formative assessment is to promote further
learning, its validity hinges on how effectively learning takes place in subsequent
instruction.” (p. 143)
Implications of intervention results with study sample. Previous research that
links students’ past achievement to their subsequent achievement and assessment
accuracy (Boud & Falchikov, 1989; Falchikov & Boud, 1989) could cause some teachers
to suspect that historically low-achieving students are unlikely to realize gains from
participation in assessment. But the treatment students’ development of enhanced
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assessment accuracy, despite the fact that 32 of the 39 had not previously demonstrated
proficient levels of mathematics achievement, might persuade teachers that students of all
abilities can hone their evaluative skills. In addition, although path coefficients found
significant impacts of this study students’ previous achievement on their postachievement, the impact of the intervention on post-achievement (2.702) was almost
three times that of students’ MAP scores (1.066) and almost eight times that of their preassessment scores (.343). In other words, including students in the assessment process
can potentially help them overcome barriers to future high achievement irrespective of
their past performance.
Study Results and the Original Study Conjecture
Unexpected peer assessment results. As previously noted, the intervention did
not affect students’ ability to accurately peer-assess, and path analysis showed no impacts
between students’ self- and peer-assessment ability. This contradicted the researcher’s
foundational conjecture that self- and peer-assessment ability would rise commensurately
and reciprocally. The result is counterintuitive, since increased ability to self-assess, it
may be hypothesized, is indicative of students’ heightened ability to evaluate the quality
of student work in general, including that of peers. The path analysis results—which
showed no link between pre-test peer assessment ability and posttest peer assessment
ability, despite the significant links that can be seen between pre- and posttest
achievement measures and pre- and posttest self-assessment measures--are likewise
difficult to account for.
One possible explanation for the lack of an increase in peer-assessment accuracy,
as well as the lack of a link between pre- and posttest peer assessment measures, could be
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that the peer assessment results did not accurately capture students’ ability to assess peer
work. Reflection on the intervention reveals a few causes for this possibility. Underlying
these explanations is Stiggins’s (2009) observation that students’ beliefs about
assessment can significantly impact their performance thereon; the manner in which peer
assessment was introduced to students could have impeded student buy-in to the peerassessment process relative to that of other components of the intervention, potentially
influencing the peer-assessment results. When setting the purpose in the opening session
of the intervention, much emphasis was placed on the value of self-assessment, but less
on that of peer assessment. Possibly, the researcher did not provide convincing evidence
to the students that peer assessment would have meaning for them. More time might have
been spent conveying to students the fact that their achievement can be enhanced through
assessment, even when they are not assessing their own work. The researcher could have
also built into the instructional sequence more accountability for peer assessments, based
on increased levels of accuracy that should occur across the duration of the intervention.
Perhaps the intervention length needed to be longer, in order to allow students more time
to become accustomed to and appreciative of peer assessment. Another potential factor
could have been the manner in which data were collected. As previously mentioned,
students completed an assessment task, then self-assessed their task, and, finally, peer
assessed a simulated peer’s work. The fact that the peer assessment was the last of three
assessment tasks could have contributed to a lack of student motivation to complete it to
the best of their ability.
The relatively small sample size of this study and the resulting low power of the
peer assessment portion of the statistical analysis could also have contributed to the lack
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of a positive impact on peer assessment accuracy. The peer assessment ANCOVA
analysis produced observed power of .28, much lower than the standard .8 (Field, 2009).
In other words, if the intervention did, in fact, have an effect on peer assessment
accuracy, there was only a 28% chance, with this particular sample, that the effect would
have been detected.
Expected self-assessment results. Although the anticipated effects of the
intervention on peer assessment accuracy was not found, the study did identify several
effects related to self-assessment accuracy. The path analysis found an impact of
students’ PRESELF on their POSTSELF, which was expected. The treatment also had an
effect on POSTSELF, illustrated by a coefficient, 1.728, that is almost five times the
coefficient linking PRESELF and POSTSELF, .360. This result is consistent with the
previously described treatment impact on POSTACH, which, similarly, indicates the
intervention’s potential to help students overcome previous assessment deficits. The
direct impact of the intervention on POSTACH was supplemented by an indirect one, as
well, since the path from treatment to POSTSELF is continued by a path from
POSTSELF to POSTACH, with a coefficient .371. In other words, a student’s
participation in the intervention resulted in higher predicted POSTSELF, which led to
higher predicted POSTACH. This finding was consistent with the original study
conjecture.
Recommendations for Future Research
Reflection on and acknowledgement of the study limitations, as well as
indications of some positive impact despite its limitations, yield recommendations for
future scholarly research.
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Inclusion of Qualitative Data
Although this study’s quantitative data revealed important insights into the
potential power of student assessment techniques, they simultaneously open the door to
many other questions, many of which might have been answered by introducing
qualitative measures. Without these, the possible effects of intervention components on
achievement and student traits, discussed above, are no more than that: “possible effects.”
For example, with no recorded evidence of students’ revised work subsequent to
receiving teacher feedback, the impact of the feedback can be speculated but not
definitively claimed. Similarly, even if the feedback did, in fact, have an effect grounded
in qualitative evidence, the lack of qualitative evidence of the specific characteristics of
the feedback, again, raises speculation but denies resolution. Interviews with students,
observations of the school and classroom environments, or recordings of intervention
sessions could have provided evidence of the heightened levels of student engagement
and buy-in to the assessment process that are hypothesized to exist based on the
assessment results. Similar qualitative data could have also identified environmental,
student, or intervention-implementation factors that may explain why students more
effectively evaluated their own work than that of their peers.
Examination of Individual Components of the Intervention
Because the intervention was a compilation of the five formative assessment
strategies, and because these strategies did not have independent measures, the study
could not isolate whether any single strategy had a greater impact on the outcome. To
better differentiate the strategies, future research might consider potential effects on
students’ achievement and assessment ability at each individual stage in the intervention
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sequence. Examining the strategies in isolation would also make more feasible the muchneeded inclusion of qualitative data in future studies.
Timing and Duration of Intervention Implementation
One could consider examining the effects of the intervention after it is
implemented at the beginning of a school year and revisited throughout. Teachers could
solidify students’ belief in the value of the assessment process, and secure their active
participation therein, by introducing the intervention when it has the potential to impact
their achievement over the course of the entire school year, namely, at the beginning of
the term. By implementing the intervention at the beginning of the school year and
revisiting it throughout, the components of the intervention would be tested over a longer
period of time, thus potentially enhancing the positive effects this intervention was able
to generate in a short duration.
Data Collection Procedure Changes
As previously noted, the manner in which the data were collected, especially the
fact that peer assessment data were collected last during the pre- and posttest
administrations, could have affected the accuracy of the data. In order to help ensure that
data results are not the result of extraneous factors, such as timing of assessments, future
researchers should not collect self-assessment and peer assessment from all students in
the same order.
Role of Student Demographic or Personal Factors
Previous mathematical achievement was the only individual student factor
examined in this study; future research might consider a greater range of factors. For
example, student characteristics such as race, gender, and socioeconomic status could
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relate to the effects of various intervention strategies. In addition, potentially influential
student factors such as motivation and attitudes toward mathematics could be observed
and tracked throughout the course of an assessment training sequence.
Greater Range of Student Ability Levels
The achievement levels of the students at the study site were low overall;
therefore, the intervention could not be tested across a wide range of previous
achievement levels. Future research should test the intervention with a more academically
diverse sample, as to aid in determining whether strategies within the intervention can
close achievement gaps, as previous research suggests (Black & Wiliam, 1998a), or even
expand the capacity of already high-achieving students.
Greater Power
The low sample size and consequent low power of the intervention could explain
the absence of a peer-assessment effect. The power analysis was also based on research
that was, arguably, not germane to a middle school setting. A higher sample size,
therefore, could produce the significant effect on peer assessment that this study did not
detect.
Conclusion
Despite seeming to have created more questions that it has answered, this study
has, ultimately, contributed evidence to the existing literature that students’ participation
in the assessment process yields positive outcomes, most significantly, increased student
achievement. The study has also added evidence that students who can more effectively
self-assess also succeed more academically. Although there is still much investigation
needed into specific aspects of student assessment practices, the implications from this
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study for teacher practice are clear: To promote the best achievement results for their
students, teachers must implement strategies that make students full partners in classroom
assessment.
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APPENDIX A
Intervention Outline
The instructional sequence will occur over 10 hour-long sessions across
approximately 3 weeks.
Session 1
Goal. Students will better appreciate the need for their participation in the
assessment process.
Evidence that the goal has been met. Students will submit questions and
comments written on exit slips and left on the classroom “Parking Lot” at the conclusion
of the session.
Procedure. Session 1 will proceed as follows:
1. For 5 to 10 minutes, students will independently answer a writing prompt,
displayed here in Figure A.1.
1) Describe a time you completed a task or assignment, at school or
outside of school, when you thought you did a good job, but an adult or
another student told you that you didn’t.
b. Did you agree with the adult or other student’s judgment?
•

If so, what helped you realize that he/she was correct?

•

If you did not agree with the adult or other student, what makes
you think that you were correct?
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What information helped you or could have helped you make sure you
were doing the best job possible to complete the task?
Figure A.1. Session 1 writing prompt, designed to incite student awareness of past
assessment experience.
2. For 5 minutes, students will discuss their answers to the writing prompt with a
partner.
3. For 10 minutes, the pairs will use an iPad app, Lino (http://en.linoit.com), that
allows them to place virtual post-it notes on a virtual canvas, which will be displayed on
the class overhead via computer. Each pair will decide, between their two sets of prompt
answers, the best response to each question number and indicate the choice on colorcoded post-its. Question 1 will be answered on yellow post-its, question 2 will be
answered on blue post-its, and question 3 will be answered on green post-its.
4. For another 5 to 10 minutes, each pair will examine the displayed post-its and
add a comment or question about any of their peers’ responses on a pink post-it.
5. I will use the students’ experiences, comments, and questions to frame the
purpose of the upcoming set of instructional sequences: to learn about and practice a set
of strategies that will help them better understand what good mathematics work looks
like and how they can help themselves and their friends gain a clearer picture of their
progress in math, by which they can learn better and understand more in class. Researchbased statements that will be highlighted throughout the discussion include the following:
(a) Students learn more and perform better on assignments when they practice evaluating
work, because they get a better idea of what good work looks like; (b) students frequently
help each other identify ways to improve work because they can communicate more
easily with each other than with teachers; and (c) the ability to effectively evaluate one’s
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own work will benefit students not only throughout their school years but also in
situations outside of school, such as future jobs.
6. Pairs will complete the session by placing a post-it with a comment or question
about the session’s activity on the Parking Lot canvas.
Sessions 2 and 3
Sessions 2 and 3 comprise a single activity that requires two class periods to
complete.
Goal. Students will begin to develop an awareness of their current ability level in
identifying characteristics of high-quality work and opportunities for improving their own
work, according to assessment criteria.
Evidence that the goal has been met: Students will produce and submit written
reflections after they revisit their assessments of two simulated peer responses to an
assessment task and compare/contrast their evaluation with one developed by the class as
a whole.
Procedure. Sessions 2 and 3 will proceed as follows:
1. Students will be given a blank assessment item, displayed here in Figure A.2.

Use the picture below to answer the question
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A. Write an algebraic expression that would represent the perimeter of the rectangle

B. Is your expression above, in Part A, simplified? If so, explain how you know. If
your expression in Part A is not simplified, simplify it and explain your work.
Figure A.2. Sessions 2 and 3 blank assessment item.
2. Students will be given a constructed response question rubric, displayed here in
Figure A.3.

Rubric - Constructed Response Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s
answer has fulfilled

Part A

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT completed
every part of the question in Section A

Part B

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT completed
every part of the question in Section B
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____1 Point: THE STUDENT correctly
answered every part of the question in
Section A

____1 Point: THE STUDENT correctly
answered every part of the question in
Section B

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT clearly
explained every part of his/her answer in
Section A with correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence.

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT clearly
explained every part of his/her answer in
Section B with correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence.

Number of points awarded for Part A

__________________

Plus

Number of points awarded for Part B

__________________

Total number of Points for task

__________________

Figure A.3. Sessions 2 and 3 rubric for the constructed response question and point
calculator.
3. In groups of 2 or 3 and for approximately 20 minutes, students will discuss
possible characteristics of an assessment answer for satisfying each indicator. They will
record these ideas on the iPads provided, using the Show Me
(http://www.showme.com/learn ) or Educreations (https://www.educreations.com)
whiteboard app.
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4. Groups will present their ideas, and we will assemble a single master list on the
whiteboard to be displayed on the overhead.
5. I will distribute two simulated student-work samples of the assessment task.
Students will be given two simulated peer responses—designed to represent different
levels of quality—to the same assessment item, two copies of the assessment rubric, and
a set of highlighters.
6. Students will be asked to use the highlighters to color-code evidence of rubric
indicators met in the two student work samples. For example, a rubric indicator might be
color-coded orange and the evidence of the met indicator would be highlighted orange
within the work sample. They will then assign a score, according to the rubric criteria, for
each work sample.
7. Groups will present their ideas and evidence to the class, while I keep a master
list. I will facilitate discussion as each group reaches a consensus to generate a wholegroup evaluation and scores for the simulated assessment samples; I will address any
disagreements.
8. When needed, I will offer students evidence-based, task-oriented feedback
addressing their evidence to help them calibrate its accuracy. I will ask students to cite
other evidence that could have been included in each student response to make it more
effective.
9. The session will conclude when the individual groups revisit their assessments
of the simulated tasks and produce and submit a written compare/contrast summary of
their evaluation and of the whole-group evaluation.
Session 4
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Goal. Students will continue to develop an awareness of their current ability level
in identifying characteristics of quality work and opportunities for improving their own
work, according to assessment criteria.
Evidence that the goal has been met. Students will produce and submit a written
compare/contrast of their own small-group-generated evaluations of assessment task
responses with the whole-group-generated one.
Procedure. Session 4 will proceed as follows:
1. Students will be given two simulated student responses to an assessment item,
displayed here in Figure A.4.

A compact disc (CD) player costs $147.35, and CDs cost $16.95 each (including sales
tax).
a. Given that C represents the total cost of owning the CD player and the CDs, and x
represents the number of CDs purchased, write an equation that represents the cost C
as a function of the number of CDs x.

b. Including the cost of the CD player, show how your equation can be used to
determine how much someone spent in the first year, purchasing an average of 1.5 CDs
per month.
Figure A.4. Session 4 assessment item, to be accompanied by two simulated student
responses.
2. Students will be given two copies of the rubric displayed in Figure A.3 above.
3. In pairs, students will evaluate the two responses, citing evidence within the
tasks that indicators have been met.
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4. Within a whole-group setting, students will discuss their pair evaluations and
identify any inconsistencies among groups in order to generate a consensual whole-group
evaluation of the samples.
5. I will provide any necessary teacher feedback, which will be task- and
evidence-based, on the accuracy and quality of the students’ assessments.
6. At the conclusion of the session, student pairs will compile a list of similarities
and differences between their own evaluations and that generated through whole-group
consensus.
Sessions 5 and 6
Sessions 5 and 6 will involve the same series of steps but with different
assessment items for each session. The only difference between the sessions is that,
before engaging in the Session 5 task, students will receive written teacher feedback on
their Session 4 comparison of their own work with the exemplary sample.
Goal. Students will assess their own ability to generate quality work and
opportunities for improving their own work, according to assessment criteria.
Evidence that the goal has been met. Students will produce written reflections
in which they compare and contrast their own small-group-generated assessment
responses to the whole-group-generated exemplary one.
Procedure. Sessions 5 and 6 will proceed as follows:
1. Students will be given an assessment task, displayed here in Figure A.5.
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Coach Wilson ordered T-shirts for the basketball team from two different T-shirt
suppliers. One supplier charged $ 16 for each shirt, plus 5% for shipping. The other
supplier charged $18 for each shirt, plus 7% for shipping.

A. Coach Wilson ordered the same number of shirts from each supplier. Write two
expressions to represent the shipping charges he paid to both suppliers, using x to
represent the number of shirts ordered.
B. The first supplier gave coach Wilson a discount of 10% off his order, plus a flat
rate of $2 shipping. Write and solve an equation to determine how many t-shirts
he bought if the total cost of the order was $146.
Figure A.5. Session 5 assessment task.
Meaghan bought 3 sweaters for the same price and used a coupon for $20 off a total
purchase.

A. Write an equation that would represent the situation, if Meaghan spent a total of
$100, before tax.
B. How much was each sweater? How much was Meaghan’s total if the sales tax
was 6%?
Figure A.6. Session 6 assessment item.
2. Student pairs will be given a sample assessment item, on the iPad app Nearpod
(http://www.nearpod.com) and copy of the aforementioned rubric. They will be given up
to 20 minutes to create, based on the criteria, what they believe to be an exemplary
response.
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3. While I display the pairs’ assessment responses on the class overhead, through
the Nearpod app, students as a whole group will examine the work of each pair and
identify strengths and opportunities for improvement in each of pair’s responses.
4. Students will use specific evidence from the pair-generated assessment samples
and whole-group discussion to collaboratively develop a consensual whole-group
exemplary response, with any necessary guided, task- and criteria-oriented feedback from
me. I will record this exemplary response on the overhead.
5. Student pairs will revisit their own original responses and assemble a list of
similarities and differences between the whole-group-generated exemplary response and
their own small-group responses.
6. Students will submit this list as an exit slip.
Sessions 7 and 8
Sessions 7 and 8 will involve the same series of steps but with different
assessment items for each. The difference between the sessions is that, before engaging in
the Session 8 task, students will read my written feedback on their Session 7 comparison
of their own work with the exemplary sample.
Procedure. Sessions 7 and 8 will proceed as follows:
1. Before Session 7, students will be given an assessment item, displayed here in
Figure A.7. Before Session 8, they will be given a different assessment item, displayed
here in Figure A.8. Before Sessions 7 and 8, students will be given an assessment rubric,
displayed here in Figure A.9.
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*Write the correct answer
choice here__________
*Explain, using any words,
diagrams, math symbols, or
other evidence you would
like, why you think the
answer is correct.

*Write one of the incorrect
answer choices
here__________
*Explain, using any words,
diagrams, math symbols, or
other evidence you would
like, why you think the
answer is incorrect.

Figure A.7. Session 7 assessment item.
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Which table represents a
proportional situation?

*Write the correct answer
choice here__________
*Explain, using any words,
diagrams, math symbols, or
other evidence you would like,
why you think the answer is
correct.

*Write one of the incorrect
answer choices here__________
*Explain, using any words,
diagrams, math symbols, or
other evidence you would like,
why you think the answer is
incorrect.
Figure A.8. Session 8 assessment item.

Rubric - Multiple Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s answer has fulfilled

Correct Answer Selection/Explanation

Incorrect Answer Selection/Explanation

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT identified the correct
multiple choice answer

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT identified an
incorrect multiple choice answer
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____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT explained his/her
answer with some correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures, or other evidence.

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT explained why the
answer was incorrect with some correct words,
mathematical symbols, pictures, or other evidence.

OR

OR

____ 2 Points: THE STUDENT completely and
clearly explained his/her answer with correct words,
mathematical symbols, pictures or other evidence.

____ 2 Points: THE STUDENT completely and
clearly explained why the answer was incorrect with
correct words, mathematical symbols, pictures or
other evidence

Number of points awarded for Correct Answer Session __________________

Plus

Number of points awarded for Incorrect Answer Session__________________

Total number of Points for task

__________________

Figure A.9. Sessions 7 and 8 rubric for task assessment and score calculator.
2. In pairs, students will complete the assessment task using the rubric as a guide.
3. Students will be given a simulated peer response exemplary of task completion.
Using color-coding, students will highlight features common to their own assessment and
the exemplary one reflecting that the rubric indicators have been met.
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4. Students will note on their own assessment any characteristics of the exemplary
sample that are missing from their answer or any characteristics of their answer missing
from the exemplary sample.
5. Students will produce and submit a compare/contrast of their own work and the
exemplary work.
Sessions 9 and 10
Sessions 9 and 10 will involve the same series of steps but with different
assessment items for each session. Before Sessions 9 and 10, students will have the
opportunity to review written teacher feedback on the accuracy of their previous
revisions.
Goal. Students will use their evaluation skills, developed earlier in the learning
sequence, to accurately peer- and self-assess their responses to an assessment task.
Evidence that the goal has been met. Students will produce written reflections
about their original peer- and self-assessment revisions.
Procedure. Sessions 9 and 10 will proceed as follows:
1. Before Session 9, students will be given an assessment item, displayed here in
Figure A.10. Before Session 10, students will be given a different assessment item,
displayed here in Figure A.11. Before Sessions 9 and 10, students will be given peer/teacher-assessment rubrics and self-assessment rubrics for both the multiple choice
question and the constructed response question; these rubrics are displayed here in Figure
A.12, Figure A.13, Figure A.14, and Figure A.15.
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Which Store has the lowest price?
A) Store A B) Store B
C) Store C
D) Store D

*Write the correct answer
choice here__________
*Explain, using any
words, diagrams, math
symbols, or other evidence
you would like, why you
think the answer is
correct.

*Write one of the
incorrect answer choices
here__________
*Explain, using any
words, diagrams, math
symbols, or other evidence
you would like, why you
think the answer is
incorrect.

A. Does the graph to the
left represent a
proportional
relationship? How do
you know?

B. What point on the
graph represents the
unit rate of the data?
How do you know?
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Figure A.10. Session 9 assessment item.

The math club needs to raise more than
$552.50 for a trip to the state
convention. The club has raised 12% of
eth funds. Members want to find out
how much they each need to raise to
make up the difference.

*Write the correct answer
choice here__________
*Explain, using any words,
diagrams, math symbols,
or other evidence you
would like, why you think
the answer is correct.

Which inequality shows how much
money each of the 7 club members
needs to raise if each raises the same
amount?
A.
B.
C.
D.

*Write one of the incorrect
answer choices
here__________
*Explain, using any words,
diagrams, math symbols,
or other evidence you
would like, why you think
the answer is incorrect.

m < $69.45
m > $69.45
m < $72.35
m > $72.35
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C. Write an equation that
represents the
situation.

The total charge for a taxi ride
includes an initial fee of $3.25
plus $2.75 for every ½ mile
traveled. Brent took a taxi,
which cost him exactly $17.

D. How many miles did
Brent travel?

Figure A.11. Session 10 assessment item.

Teacher/Peer Assessement Rubric - Multiple Choice Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s answer has
fulfilled

Correct Answer Selection/Explanation

Incorrect Answer Selection/Explanation

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT identified the correct
multiple choice answer
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____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT identified an
incorrect multiple choice answer

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT explained his/her
answer with some correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures, or other evidence.

OR

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT explained why
the answer was incorrect with some correct
words, mathematical symbols, pictures, or
other evidence.

OR

____ 2 Points: THE STUDENT completely and
clearly explained his/her answer with correct words,
mathematical symbols, pictures or other evidence.

____ 2 Points: THE STUDENT completely
and clearly explained why the answer was
incorrect with correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence

Figure A.12. Sessions 9 and 10 teacher-/peer-assessment rubric for the multiple choice
question.

Teacher/Peer Assessment Rubric - Constructed Response Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s answer has
fulfilled

Part A

Part B

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT completed every part
of the question in Section A

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT completed
every part of the question in Section B

____1 Point: THE STUDENT correctly answered
every part of the question in Section A

____1 Point: THE STUDENT correctly
answered every part of the question in Section
B

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT clearly explained
every part of his/her answer in Section A with
correct words, mathematical symbols, pictures or
other evidence.

____ 1 Point: THE STUDENT clearly
explained every part of his/her answer in
Section B with correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence.

Figure A.13. Sessions 9 and 10 teacher-/peer-assessment rubric for constructed response
question.
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Self-Assessment Rubric - Multiple Choice Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s answer has
fulfilled

Correct Answer Selection/Explanation
Selection/Explanation

Incorrect Answer

____ 1 Point: I am certain I identified the correct
multiple choice answer

____ 1 Point: I am certain I identified an
incorrect multiple choice answer

OR

OR

____ 1 Point: I think I probably identified the correct ____ 1 Point: I think I probably identified
answer, but I’m not certain
an incorrect answer, but I’m not certain.

____ 1 Point: I explained my answer with some
correct words, mathematical symbols, pictures, or
other evidence.

OR

____ 1 Point: I explained why the answer
was incorrect with some correct words,
mathematical symbols, pictures, or other
evidence.

OR

____ 2 Points: I completely and clearly explained
my answer with correct words, mathematical
symbols, pictures or other evidence.

____ 2 Points: I completely and clearly
explained why the answer was incorrect
with correct words, mathematical symbols,
pictures or other evidence

Figure A.14. Sessions 9 and 10 self-assessment rubric for the multiple choice question.

Self- Assessment Rubric - Constructed Response Question
Directions: Place a checkmark in the blank next to each indicator that the student’s answer has
fulfilled

Part A

Part B

____ 1 Point: I completed every part of the question
in Section A
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____ 1 Point: I completed every part of the
question in Section B

____1 Point: I correctly answered every part of the
question in Section A

____1 Point: I correctly answered every
part of the question in Section B

____ 1 Point: I clearly explained every part of my
answer in Section A with correct words,
mathematical symbols, pictures or other evidence.

____ 1 Point: I clearly explained every part
of my answer in Section B with correct
words, mathematical symbols, pictures or
other evidence.

Figure A.15. Sessions 9 and 10 self-assessment rubric for constructed response question.
2. Students will independently complete the assessment item, using the rubric as a
guide.
3. Students will self-assess their task by citing specific pieces of rubric-based
evidence.
4. Students will be given the same simulated peer response to the same
assessment item and assess it, also using specific pieces of rubric-based evidence.
5. In a whole-group setting, students will evaluate the simulated peer response,
and I will provide any necessary feedback.
6. After this opportunity to receive peer and any necessary teacher feedback,
students will revisit their individual assessments and make any adjustments they believe
are necessary to improve their accuracy.
7. Students will submit a list of any adjustments they made.
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APPENDIX B
Raw Student Data

SID

TEAM

TC

NAPD

PREACH

PRESELF

PREPEER

POST- POSTACH
SELF

POSTPEER

1

1

0

1

3

6

2

1

10

4

2

1

0

2

0

10

3

4

2

2

3

1

0

1

1

7

2

2

9

1

4

1

0

1

1

8

1

1

11

6

5

1

0

1

4

0

5

6

0

3

7

1

0

1

3

9

4

2

6

5

8

1

1

2

7

0

4

8

1

3

9

1

1

3

8

3

6

10

2

2

10

1

1

1

1

3

0

5

2

4

11

1

1

1

0

0

6

4

4

1

12

1

1

2

1

0

7

9

1

1

13

1

0

3

6

0

5

5

0

2

15

1

1

2

9

2

3

12

0

0

18

1

1

2

6

0

3

12

0

4

19

1

1

1

2

10

4

5

4

2

20

1

1

2

0

9

1

4

5

0

22

1

1

3

12

7

2

12

2

6

23

1

1

1

2

6

2

8

1

3

24

1

1

1

2

9

1

4

5

1

25

1

1

1

2

1

7

5

3

2

26

1

1

1

1

3

7

1

7

1

28

1

1

3

7

2

2

10

0

0

35

1

0

1

4

4

1

3

4

0

36

1

0

1

1

7

1

5

4

2

39

1

0

1

5

1

4

2

2

2
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40

1

1

2

4

6

3

10

2

0

44

1

0

2

1

10

3

1

7

2

45

1

0

1

4

3

2

4

2

5

49

1

0

2

5

7

3

4

6

2

50

0

1

1

4

5

1

7

4

2

51

0

1

1

4

2

0

7

1

2

52

0

1

1

8

1

1

8

0

0

53

0

1

1

5

3

3

6

0

0

54

0

1

1

6

6

6

9

0

6

55

0

1

1

4

0

4

5

2

2

56

0

1

1

4

3

0

7

1

3

58

0

1

2

3

3

4

5

3

2

61

0

0

1

3

8

4

2

7

1

62

0

0

2

0

8

3

2

5

1

63

0

0

1

7

1

2

1

5

0

64

0

0

2

2

6

1

2

4

2

65

0

0

1

1

6

6

0

11

6

66

0

0

2

9

1

3

8

2

1

67

0

0

2

4

4

1

4

6

0

68

0

0

2

1

5

2

6

3

0

69

0

0

2

6

2

1

3

2

2

70

0

0

1

4

3

3

4

6

4

71

0

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

2

72

0

0

1

1

5

2

4

3

1

73

0

0

3

5

3

3

6

0

3

74

0

0

3

9

3

3

7

1

3

75

0

0

3

9

1

1

7

2

3

76

1

0

3

12

3

3

6

6

8

77

1

0

3

5

5

1

7

5

1

78

1

0

2

8

2

3

5

1

1

79

1

0

2

7

4

1

5

5

2
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81

1

0

1

3

4

5

3

1

1
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1

1

2

6

4

6
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2

1
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1

1

2

9

1

1
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1

1
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0

1

1

2

2

3

6

3

2
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0

1

2

1

7

4

5

2

1
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0

1

2

3

5

1

6

8

5
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0

1

2

5

4

3

7

1

3
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0

1

3

7

1

2

11

2

1
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0

1

3

6

4

0

12

0

1
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0

1

3

7

6

4

12

0

0

94

0

1

3

5

1

3

8

4

0

96

0

1

2

5

5

1

9

1

1
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0

1

2

7

5

1

7

2

0

98

0

1

1

3

7

2

5

3

0

99

0

1

2

3

6

3

5

2

3

100

0

1

1

3

9

2

6

6

0

104

1

0

2

4

2

3

9

1

3

105

1

0

2

6

1

2

5

1

3

106

0

0

2

5

4

0

7

2

1

107

0

0

1

4

4

1

0

6

0

108

0

0

1

7

1

4

7

3

0

109

0

0

1

2

3

2

3

2

0

110

0

0

2

9

1

3

7

4

2

111

0

0

1

8

1

0

5

6

3
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